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Abstract

Plasma wakefield accelerators promise to deliver orders of magnitude higher accelerating gradients than conventional accelerator technology. Whether the technology is used for even higher
energy accelerators than exist today, or more compact accelerators, the promise of high gradients
has sparked a number of plasma wakefield experiments over the last few decades.
The Advanced Wakefield Experiment (AWAKE) is the first to exploit the self-modulation
instability in long particle bunches in plasma in combination with a proton bunch from an
existing high energy synchrotron. The experiment is located at CERN and connected to the
Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS). The first run of AWAKE saw electrons accelerated from 19
mega-electronvolts (MeV) to 2 giga-electronvolts (GeV) in just 10 metres of ionised Rubidium
vapour, achieving a gradient of nearly 200 MV/m.
A challenge facing plasma wakefield accelerator designs is the final quality of the accelerated
bunch in terms of its spread in energy and its emittance. In order to minimise both these
parameters while retaining a high accelerating gradient – goals that are to an extent in conflict
– the electron bunch needs to load the generated fields in such a manner that it is as uniform
as possible over the length of the bunch. Computer simulations are needed to pinpoint the
parameters that balance these opposing goals.
Part of the work included integration of the experiment into the control system at CERN.
However, most of the work presented in this thesis seeks, through computer simulations, to
inform design choices for the next run of AWAKE, scheduled to start in 2021.
The simulations show that it is, under otherwise ideal conditions, possible to accelerate 30
to 70 pico-Coulomb (pC) of electrons in an accelerator like AWAKE up to 1.8 to 2 GeV in a 4
metre plasma stage, with an energy spread of less than 2 percent and no significant emittance
growth. Low energy spread is achieved by finely tuning the witness bunch size and density to fit
the plasma parameters as well as the wakefields generated by the drive bunch. Low emittance
growth is achieved by exploiting the wake generated by the head of the witness bunch to create
a stable condition for the tail of the bunch.
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Preface

Plasma wakefield accelerators are very complex machines, and there are many parameters to
tweak in order to accelerate a particle bunch to high energies, while retaining its quality in
terms of energy spread and emittance. What practical application such accelerators may have
depends on exactly what these parameters end up being, and how they depend on each other. It
is entirely possible that plasma wakefield accelerators may not produce the beam quality needed
for the frontier particle physics experiments of the future. As Terry Pratchett once said: It is
well known that a vital ingredient of success is not knowing that what you’re attempting can’t be
done [98]. That does not mean they may not be useful in other areas, like for instance for medical
applications or for other types of research. In addition, understanding how charged particle
bunches interact with plasmas is interesting on its own, and may lead to other applications not
yet considered. The strong focusing forces produced by plasmas under certain conditions can be
utilised by for instance plasma lenses [114], and hollow electron channels can be used for beam
collimation [113].
Computer simulations are useful when trying to understand complex systems where many
factors interact. They can be used to find and study ideal cases, or they can be used to replicate
experiments in order to better understand what is going on when you cannot measure all the
parameters within the experiment itself. The work presented in this thesis is aimed towards
addressing some of the questions surrounding the design of Run 2 of the AWAKE experiment
at CERN (see Chapters 1 and 2). While the current Run 1 addresses some of the principle
properties of a proton driven plasma wakefield accelerator, like the interaction between the
plasma and the bunch itself, how the wakefields evolve, and how a sample of electrons behave
in such a wakefield, Run 2 aims to accelerate a narrow, short electron bunch to high energies
while retaining a low energy spread and low emittance.
This thesis includes an introduction outlining some of the core concepts involved in plasma
wakefield acceleration techniques in Chapter 1. The AWAKE experiment itself is covered in
more detail in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3 some of the additional work of integrating the AWAKE
experiment with the CERN Control System is outlined. The simulations forming the basis for
the publications are described in Chapters 4 and 5, where the approximations used are also
described. A final summary and conclusion is found in Chapter 6.
The four publications are included in this thesis in an appendix titled Publications. Additional
appendices outlining the principles of Particle in Cell codes used in this work, and a description
1

of the analysis code written for the simulations are also included.

Publications
I Loading of a Plasma-Wakefield Accelerator Section Driven by a Self-Modulated Proton
Bunch, Proceedings of IPAC 2015 [22]
II Loading of Wakefields in a Plasma Accelerator Section Driven by a Self-Modulated Proton
Beam, Proceedings of NAPAC 2016 [23]
III Data Acquisition and Controls Integration of the AWAKE Experiment at CERN, Proceedings of IPAC 2017 [24]
IV Emittance Preservation of an Electron Beam in a Loaded Quasilinear Plasma Wakefield,
Physical Review Accelerators and Beams [25]

Notation
Table 1 summarises some of the notation used in this thesis that may vary in other sources
covering plasma wakefield accelerators or accelerators in general.
TABLE 1: Overview of notation used in this thesis.
N OTATION
n0
npe
nb
neb , npb
λpe , ωpe
σr
σx , σy
α, β, γ
, N
βr , γr
ξ
1

D ESCRIPTION
The average initial plasma density.
The density of plasma electrons.
The density of a general particle bunch.
The density of an electron or a proton bunch in particular.
The plasma wavelength and frequency1 .
The width of a Gaussian bunch when it is assumed to be cylindrically symmetric.
The transverse size of a Gaussian bunch when it may not be symmetric, or
the value applies to only one plane.
The Twiss parameters, also known as the Courant-Snyder parameters2 .
Geometric and normalised emittance, respectively2 .
Relativistic factors where they may be confused with the Twiss parameters.
The longitudinal coordinate in the reference frame of a relativistic particle
bunch3 .

See Equation 1.1.
See Section 1.2.1.
3
See Equation 1.11.
2

2

1

Introduction and Theory

The Advanced Wakefield Experiment (AWAKE) [14], located at the former CNGS1 facility at
CERN, became operational in December 2016. It is a proof-of-concept Proton Driven Plasma
Wakefield Accelerator (PDPWFA) using a proton bunch from the Super Proton Synchrotron
(SPS) [18] as its drive bunch.
AWAKE is currently in Run 1, where the interaction between the proton drive bunch and the
plasma will be studied, and where a long electron witness bunch will be injected to sample the
wakefields. Run 2 is planned to start after the next Long Shutdown of the LHC [26] scheduled
for 2019 and 2020, when significant upgrades will also be made to AWAKE. Run 2 will attempt
to accelerate a short, intense electron bunch to high energy, while avoiding growth in emittance
and large energy spread. In preparation for Run 2, a number of design choices needs to be made
based on the results of Run 1, as well as detailed simulations of Run 2. The work presented
in this thesis primarily focuses on the beam loading of a short electron witness bunch through
simulations, in preparation for AWAKE Run 2.
The key results are presented in Publication IV, with the studies leading up to this publication presented in two conference papers: Publication I and II. A third conference paper,
Publication III, covers the integration of the AWAKE experiment with the CERN Control System, which is the main contribution to Run 1 in this PhD project.
In this chapter we will first cover some of the key concepts involved in plasma wakefield
acceleration techniques relevant to the work presented in this thesis. The design of the AWAKE
experiment itself is laid out in more detail in the next chapter, and the integration of the AWAKE
experiment into the CERN Control System is described in the third chapter. The fourth and fifth
chapters outlines the simulation works, which makes up most of the thesis work.

1.1 Plasma Wakefield Acceleration
Accelerating particle bunches in a plasma is an attractive concept as plasmas are capable of
sustaining significantly higher accelerating fields than RF structures used in conventional accelerators can. Such RF structures suffer electrical breakdowns at very high electric fields, and
these breakdowns can over time damage the structures [31]. This puts an upper limit on the
1
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accelerating gradient. These breakdowns cause damage to the surfaces of the RF cavities. In
practice, the upper limit is determined by the statistical probability of a breakdown and the
acceptable number of breakdowns in a given period of time [99]. The practical limit is therefore
lower, around 100 MV/m [6].
While RF cavities use standing electromagnetic waves to accelerate particles, plasma accelerators use an energetic beam or bunch to drive strong electromagnetic wakefields in the
plasma. The two main techniques for producing these strong accelerating fields are by the use
of an intense laser beam, or by the use of a particle drive bunch. Laser accelerator techniques
were investigated in the early 1970s [35, 94], and wakefield acceleration techniques through the
use of computer simulations at the end of the decade [115]. Using particle bunches to drive
accelerating wakefields were proposed some time later, in 1985 [37].
Both the particle bunch and laser driver techniques utilise a neutral plasma where the collective motion of the free electrons define the main parameters of the accelerating structure.
The characteristic time of the electron motion is related to the plasma frequency, ωpe , and the
characteristic length is related to the plasma wavelength, λpe .
λpe

2πc
=
,
ωpe

s
ωpe =

n0 e 2
,
me 0

(1.1)

where n0 is the initial plasma electron density, e is the elementary charge, me is the electron mass,
and 0 is the vacuum permittivity [46, 95, 116]. Here we ignore the ion mass and we assume the
plasma is cold, that is, we ignore the thermal motion of the electrons. The characteristic time
and length of ion motion scales as the square root of the charge/mass ratio difference compared
to the plasma electrons and tend, depending on the ion mass, to be a few orders of magnitude
longer than those of the electrons. In the case of very long accelerating structures, the motion of
plasma ions may become an issue [104].
Plasmas can, in general, sustain accelerating electric fields on the order of the non-relativistic
wave-breaking field [41, 46]
me cωpe
EWB =
.
(1.2)
e
For instance, for a plasma density of 1018 cm−3 , the maximum field is on the order of 100 GV/m.
This has been inferred by experiment in the mid 1990s when a few electrons were accelerated
to over 40 MeV in about 300 µm of Helium plasma driven by a 25 TW pico second laser [84].
Both techniques require a driver that deposits energy into the plasma in the form of wakefields. The driver is trailed by a bunch, called the witness bunch, which draws energy from the
fields in order to accelerate. We thus see a transfer of energy from the drive beam or bunch to
the witness bunch through plasma as the intermediate medium [86]. Let us briefly introduce the
core principle of the two methods of plasma wakefield acceleration.

1.1.1 Laser Driven Acceleration
In a laser wakefield driven plasma accelerator (LWFA), the plasma acts like a transformer,
changing high frequency transverse field of the laser pulse into a low frequency longitudinal
4

wave [82]. The effect driving the accelerating fields was described by Tajima and Dawson in
1979, and can be summarised as follows: The ponderomotive force at the front of the laser
pulse drives plasma electrons forward, while at the back of the pulse it pushes them backwards.
This generates a longitudinal wave that is at its most efficient when the length of the laser pulse
Lph = λpe /2 [115]. A trailing particle bunch can then be positioned at the accelerating flank of
the field. In some instances plasma electrons can also be captured and accelerated instead.

1.1.2 Beam Driven Acceleration
In a beam driven plasma wakefield acceleration (BDPWFA or just PWFA) a drive bunch of
charged particles is sent through a section of neutral plasma. The space charge of the drive
bunch displaces the plasma electrons, which oscillate at the plasma frequency, creating periodic
regions of low and high electron density generating strong wakefields. The longitudinal and
transverse fields generated by this wake are then loaded by a trailing bunch of particles. The
principles behind this technique were formulated in the 1980s by Pisin Chen et al. [37].
Any type of charged particle beam or bunch can be used in such an accelerator, and most
experiments to date have used electrons. It has been shown that energy can be transferred from
one or more electron drive bunches to a single electron witness bunch, or trailing electrons
inside an electron drive bunch, in multiple past experiments [29, 66, 76, 92, 102]. In one such
experiment, at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC), a 42 GeV electron bunch passing
through an 85 cm section of ionised Lithium vapour saw the trailing part of the electron bunch
reach 85 GeV. This corresponds to a gradient of 52 GV/m [29].
A limitation using an electron bunch with a similar initial charge and energy for both drive
and witness bunches is that the witness bunch will rapidly gain energy, while the drive bunch
loses energy, leading to dephasing. This both causes the drive bunch to quickly decelerate, while
the witness bunch undergoing acceleration will at the same time catch up with the drive bunch.
Typically, propagation length of an electron drive bunch is a few tens of centimetres of plasma
due to limited energy in the bunch.

1.2 Bunch and Plasma Interactions
As a relativistic, charged bunch propagates through plasma, it affects the local density of the
plasma electrons. The charged bunch generates strong transverse fields, pushing or pulling the
plasma electrons away or towards the propagation axis of the bunch [3, 74]. As the heavier
plasma ions will move on a much longer time scale, due to inertia, the plasma electrons expelled
from the axis will be pulled back towards it by the ion charge. The electrons will tend to
overshoot the axis, creating an oscillation system. A positively charged drive bunch will initially
pull the electrons towards the axis, where they overshoot, creating a similar effect to a negative
drive bunch, but with a half-period phase offset. The oscillation period is determined by the
plasma frequency of the electrons, ωpe [59, 85].
A conceptual illustration of an electron bunch driven plasma accelerator is shown in Figure 1.1. Several regions of decreasing magnitude of accelerating/decelerating and focusing/
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F IGURE 1.1: Illustration of a plasma wakefield accelerating structure with a single electron
drive bunch. The drive bunch produces a series of focusing/defocusing and accelerating/decelerating regions, as seen for an electron witness bunch.
defocusing are generated behind the drive bunch. By positioning a trailing bunch in an optimal
phase it can be both accelerated and focused. The drive bunch needs to be shorter than the
plasma period λpe for this structure to be most effective, but multiple short drive bunches with a
separation of the plasma wavelength can resonantly amplify the wakefields.

1.2.1 Emittance and Twiss Parameters
Before we continue, let us briefly introduce an important set of parameters which describe the
evolution of a charged particle bunch or beam: the beam emittance, , and the Twiss parameters, α, β, γ, also known as the Courant-Snyder parameters [40]. The Twiss parameters
are useful quantities to describe the trajectory of particles in an accelerator in the transverse
phase space. The following, brief, derivation is based on Klauss Wille, The Physics of Particle
Accelerators [131].
The general solution to the trajectory of particles in an accelerator is given by
p
β(s) cos [Ψ(s) + φ]
r

x0 (s) = −
[α(s) cos (Ψ(s) + φ) + sin (Ψ(s) + φ)] ,
β(s)
x(s) =

where the parameter

β 0 (s)
α(s) ≡ −
,
2

(1.3)
(1.4)

(1.5)

and Ψ(s) is the phase advance.
In order to arrive at an expression describing the particle motion in the x − x0 plane, where x
is the transverse position, and x0 is the angle of the particle trajectory in relation to the forward
direction, we must eliminate the terms depending on Ψ. We thus obtain:
x2
=
+
β(s)
6

p
α(s)
p
x + β(s)x0
β(s)

!2
.

(1.6)

By introducing the parameter
γ(s) ≡

1 + α2 (s)
,
β(s)

(1.7)

we obtain the equation for geometric emittance
2 = γ(s)x2 (s) + 2α(s)x(s)x0 (s) + β(s)x02 (s).

(1.8)

F IGURE 1.2: The phase space ellipse of bunch particles showing the distribution of position
and angle, and the Twiss parameters describing the correlation between these. The figure is
recreated from Figure 3.23 by Klauss Wille in The Physics of Particle Accelerators [131].
This equation describes an ellipse in the x−x0 phase space, related to the geometric emittance
via the Twiss parameters. The relation between these parameters is illustrated in Figure 1.2. It is
often useful to refer to normalised emittance, which is the geometric emittance multiplied with
the relativistic factor
N = γr .
(1.9)
Normalised emittance stays constant during acceleration, while geometric emittance does not.

1.2.2 The Drive Bunch
The wakefields generated by a charged drive bunch are given by the Lorentz force
~
~ = F =E
~ + ~vb × B,
~
W
qb

(1.10)
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where qb is the bunch charge and ~vb is the bunch velocity. We define the longitudinal coordinate
in the frame of the bunch along its direction of propagation as
ξ ≡ z − vb t ≈ z − ct,

(1.11)

and for the purpose of the following derivations, we use a cylindrical coordinate system (r, ξ). It
follows, then, that the longitudinal wakefield is only determined by the longitudinal component
of the electric field – to the first order – such that
Wk (r, ξ) = Ez (r, ξ).

(1.12)

The transverse wakefield, on the other hand, also depends on the magnetic field such that
W⊥ (r, ξ) = Er (r, ξ) − cBθ (r, ξ),

(1.13)

where we again take the velocity of the bunch to be vb ≈ c.
A charged bunch will diverge and lengthen due to space charge, but since the bunch is
relativistic the effect is of no significance over a few metres of plasma. In the transverse
plane, however, the bunch is subject to the Lorentz force given by the transverse component
of Equation 1.10. Taking Maxwell’s equations and Bθ = vb Er /c2 [108], the strength can be
estimated using an infinitely long, uniform bunch of density nb :


vb2
1
F⊥ = qb (Er − vb Bθ ) = qb Er 1 − 2 = 2 qb Er .
(1.14)
c
γ
The implication of this is that for relativistic bunches, the transverse dynamics are dominated
by emittance and external forces. Dephasing is a potential concern in long plasma sections.
However, at high energies, the distance ∆L between two particles of a bunch does not change
significantly over a distance L. The change can be estimated as
∆L
1 ∆γ
≈ 2
L
γ γ

(1.15)

for two sample particles with energy difference ∆γ [85].

1.2.3 The Transformer Ratio
The aim of plasma wakefield acceleration is to transfer energy from a drive bunch to a witness
bunch via the plasma.
Following Ruth et al. [106], let us consider a drive bunch of zero length, with Nd particles of
individual energy Ed , and We (ξ) is the wakefield per unit charge. The energy loss of the bunch
in the decelerating field is given by:
d(Nd Ed )
= −Nd2 e2 We (0),
dz
8

(1.16)

where ξd = 0 is the position of the drive bunch.
The trailing witness bunch at position ξw , will see the wakefield left by the drive bunch as
well as its own wakefield:
d(Nw Ew )
= −Nw2 e2 We (0) − Nd Nw e2 We (ξw ),
dz

(1.17)

where Nw is the number of particles in the witness bunch, and Ew is their individual energy.
As required by energy conservation, the total energy of the system cannot increase. It thus
follows that
(Nd2 + Nw2 )We (0) + Nd Nw We (ξw ) ≥ 0,
(1.18)
giving the requirement that the accelerating gradient experienced by a trailing particle satisfies
dEw
≤ (2Nd − Nw )e2 We (0).
dz

(1.19)

Assuming the drive bunch transfers all of its energy to the wakefields, it would stop after a
distance
Ed
.
(1.20)
L=
Nd e2 We (0)
The energy a witness bunch particle can gain must satisfy


dEw
Nw
∆Ew =
L ≤ Ed 2 −
.
dz
Nd

(1.21)

The maximum energy gain approaches twice the energy of the drive bunch as Nw → 0. In a
wakefield accelerator we define the maximum accelerating field behind the drive bunch, where
the witness bunch is positioned, to the maximum decelerating field within the drive bunch as the
transformer ratio [85]
E+
R=
.
(1.22)
E−
While the maximum transformer ratio is 2, larger values can be achieved by for instance bunch
ramping [16] or by a train of bunches [64].
To maximise efficiency in the transfer of energy from the drive bunch to the plasma, the
√
bunch should have a length kpe σz ' 2 [73, 79]. Its transverse size should also stay within
kpe σr . 1 as wider bunches will cause filamentation instabilities [7, 112].

1.2.4 Plasma Regimes
The effect of a bunch on the plasma, as it travels through it, can be divided into a linear and a
non-linear regime. In addition to these two there is a transitional region between these often
referred to as the quasi-linear regime. It is also useful in some contexts to distinguish between
a non-linear and a highly non-linear regime. Figure 1.3 illustrates the four regimes considered
here, with representative proton drive bunches.
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F IGURE 1.3: Four sample simulations of a proton bunch of varying density nb with respect to
the plasma density npe . Each simulation is representative for the four regimes. The longitudinal
and perpendicular wakefields are normalised to their own maxima to illustrate their shape rather
than their absolute magnitude.
1.2.4.1 The Linear Regime
When the charge density of the bunch is smaller than that of the plasma, nb  npe (see Figure 1.3), the system is in the linear regime. The linear regime is not of much interest for
accelerator applications as it does not utilise the full potential of the plasma for generating
strong wakefields, and the transverse and longitudinal fields have local variations in the area
where we want to accelerate a witness bunch. These variations will strongly affect the bunch
energy spread and emittance. However, this regime is interesting from a theoretical perspective
because it is well described analytically [85].
A linear theory for plasma accelerators can be derived using a cold, non-relativistic fluid
model of the plasma. The response of the cold plasma can be found from the linearised equations
of motion and continuity, and the Maxwell equations. For examples of linearisation, see [36, 95].
The equations of motion and continuity are linearised assuming the perturbed plasma density
n1 is much smaller than the unperturbed density n0 = npe [38]. By further combining the fluid
equation and the Poisson equation [67], a wave equation for the plasma density perturbation by
the bunch can be derived [38, 85]:
∂2
qb 2
2
n1 + kpe
n1 = kpe
nb ,
2
∂ξ
e

(1.23)

where we still assume nb  npe .
The solution to Equation 1.23 in the longitudinal dimension is the Green’s function for a
harmonic oscillator in one dimension [67], and the radial dependency can be calculated from
two-dimensional theory for different radial profiles [38]. For a bunch with a Gaussian profile in
both dimensions, the wakefields are
e
Wk (r, ξ) =
0

Z

nbk (ξ 0 ) cos [kpe (ξ − ξ 0 )] dξ 0 · R(r)

(1.24)

−∞

e
W⊥ (r, ξ) =
0 kpe
10

ξ

Z

ξ

−∞

nbk (ξ 0 ) sin [kpe (ξ − ξ 0 )] dξ 0 ·

d
R(r),
dr

(1.25)

where the transverse dependency R(r) is given as
Z r
2
R(r) = kpe
nb⊥ (r0 )I0 (kpe r0 )K0 (kpe r) r0 dr0
Z 0∞
2
+ kpe
nb⊥ (r0 )I0 (kpe r)K0 (kpe r0 ) r0 dr0 .

(1.26)

r

Here I0 and K0 are the zeroth-order modified Bessel functions of the first and second kind,
respectively [38, 85].

F IGURE 1.4: The radial function R(r) for a range of uniform bunches, cut off at a radius a, up
−1
to twice the plasma skin depth kpe
. The plot is reproduced from Katsouleas et al. [67].
As can be seen from Figure 1.4, the longitudinal wakefield is at its maximum on-axis. For
−1
very wide bunches, σr  kpe
, we converge at the one-dimensional result. For very narrow
−1
bunches, σr  kpe , the maximum decreases rapidly with radius causing different parts of the
witness bunch at different radii to see different accelerating fields. The cosine component of
Equation 1.24 also implies longitudinal variations of the accelerating field. Combined, these
produce a large energy spread for the accelerating bunch of finite extent σr , σz . Additionally,
the radially varying focusing field from Equation 1.25 produces emittance growth [67, 85].
1.2.4.2 The Non-Linear Regime
When the bunch density nb > npe , the system enters the non-linear regime, and becomes highly
non-linear when nb  npe – often referred to as the blowout regime (see Figure 1.3). In this
regime the plasma electrons are expelled entirely from the region around the axis to form a
region populated by only plasma ions. As the ions are practically stationary on the time scale of
the plasma electrons, they form a uniform column of positive charge. The electrons displaced
by the space charge of the drive bunch are pulled back on axis by the ions in the form a thin
sheath with the shape of a bubble. Hence, this regime is also sometimes referred to as the bubble
regime. The large transverse forces produced by the drive bunch in this regime, followed by the
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strong restoring force of the ion channel, produces a large plasma electron density spike behind
the formed bubble [41, 103]. Using this regime for plasma wakefield acceleration was proposed
by Rosenzweig et al. in 1991 [103].

F IGURE 1.5: Top: Relative on-axis plasma density perturbation for a nb /npe density ratio
corresponding to a linear, quasi-linear, non-linear and highly non-linear case. Bottom: Longitudinal wakefield per unit of bunch charge for the same four cases. The four samples correspond
to the four cases presented in Figure 1.3.
The radial wakefield, Wr , varies linearly with radius, while the accelerating wakefield, Wz ,
is uniform within the bubble. In other words: while the focusing by the radial wakefield prevents
emittance growth, the longitudinal wakefield preserves the energy spread of a bunch slice – both
advantages over the linear regime.
Unlike in the linear regime, there is no full theory describing the non-linear regime. However,
a non-linear kinetic theory has been developed by Lu et al. that is valid under certain assumed
conditions [80, 81].
The magnitude of the plasma electron perturbation and the relative strength of the accelerating wakefield is illustrated in Figure 1.5 using the same four simulations shown in Figure 1.3.
1.2.4.3 The Quasi-Linear Regime
The quasi-linear regime, when nb . npe (see Figure 1.3), can be interesting for some applications
where multiple drive bunches are used. The regime is weakly non-linear in the sense that
although a bubble in the plasma does not form, a significant depletion of electrons occur such
12

that some of the beneficial effects seen in the non-linear case are present in a narrower region
around the axis. It is thus possible to have focusing fields as well as radially near uniform
accelerating fields, while at the same time having a non-linear wake that can be added linearly
over multiple drive bunches, allowing for improved efficiency or transformer ratios [85, 105].

1.2.5 Beam Loading
A challenge with both the linear and the non-linear regime is the longitudinally varying accelerating field producing energy spread in the accelerated bunch. Ideally, the accelerating field
should be uniform in the region occupied by the witness bunch. As the witness bunch generates
its own wakefield, these fields are combined with those from the drive bunch. It follows, then,
that the properties of the witness bunch can both worsen and improve the flatness of the field.

F IGURE 1.6: Example of beam loading of an electron witness bunch on the longitudinal field.
The bunch density is shown in red, with the (wide) lower density proton drive bunch to the left
and the (narrow) high density electron witness bunch to the right. The longitudinal wakefield
driven by the proton bunch is shown in blue, with the loaded field shown with a solid line and
the unloaded field with a dashed line. Below, in green, is the corresponding plasma density for
only the witness bunch with dash-dotted line, only the proton bunch with dashed line, and both
bunches shown with a solid line. The figure is recreated from Publication IV.
In the linear case, the challenge is to create a uniform accelerating field in both the transverse
and longitudinal direction. The non-uniformity challenges have been outlined, and solutions
proposed for the case of plasma wakefield accelerators, by Van der Meer [120] as well as
Katsouleas et al. [67] in the 1980s. The latter suggesting triangular and trapezoidal witness
bunches in order to exactly cancel the variations in the field within the bunch.
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In the non-linear case, the radial accelerating field variation, Wz (r), vanishes, provided
witness bunch transverse size is within about 2σr of the drive bunch [103]. The longitudinal
variation, however, remains.
A short bunch with respect to the accelerating phase of the wakefield, L ≤ λpe /4, will
affect the shape of the plasma electron sheath, but still allows the electrons to return to the axis,
while decreasing their transverse momentum. If the total momentum reaches zero, the witness
bunch has extracted all the energy of the accelerating field [80, 81]. As outlined by Tzoufras
et al. [118], a trapezoidal witness bunch with a density maximum at its head can theoretically
both flatten the field and achieve a high transformer ratio. They further show that a flat top
bunch is similarly efficient, and Gaussian bunches also have comparable properties – all being
sensitive to fine tuning of position within the bubble, as well as its spot size.
Tzoufras et al. provide a solution for the energy absorbed per unit length for an ideal
trapezoidal bunch, stating that
πRb4
,
(1.27)
Qtr Et =
16
where Qtr is the total charge of the trapezoidal bunch, Et is the longitudinal field at the head of
the bunch, and Rb is the radius of the bubble. It immediately follows that at optimal beam loading,
there is a trade-off between charge and the accelerating gradient and thus energy gain [118].
An example of the longitudinal wakefield loaded by a Gaussian witness bunch, versus the
unloaded field, is illustrated in Figure 1.6. The figure is using simulation data from Publication IV.

1.2.6 Beam Matching
In the non-linear case, where an ion column is formed, the focusing force it produces will cause
a pinching effect on the bunch. While the bunch itself, assuming the normalised emittance
N > 0, will naturally expand, there exists a bunch radius where the focusing force and the
bunch’s tendency to expand are in equilibrium. For a highly relativistic bunch, γr  1, the
equilibrium radius is given by Krall and Joyce [69]
σr,eq

 2 2 1/4
 c
= 2 N 2
,
γr ωp

(1.28)

using the emittance definition of Lee and Cooper [72]2 .
This follows from the general envelope equation defined by [72] under the assumption that:
the bunch enters the plasma at focus (i.e. dσr /dz = 0), does not diverge significantly from a
Gaussian transverse density profile, and that the focusing force is linear [69].
The simulation in Figure 1.7 shows the evolution of the transverse RMS size of an electron
bunch as it travels through a plasma. The bunch has a normalised emittance of 2 µm, and is
initially matched to a plasma density of 7 × 1014 cm−3 with a σr = 5.24 µm. The tail of the
bunch, in red, is in the plasma bubble and thus sees an ion density equal to the plasma density.
2
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The emittance definition of [69] differs from that of [72] by a factor 1/2.

F IGURE 1.7: The evolution of the transverse RMS size of an initially matched electron bunch
as it accelerates through a plasma. The tail of the bunch, in red, remains in a region where it
is matched, while the head of the bunch, in blue, does not. The black line corresponds to the
theoretical spot size of the bunch at nominal plasma density. Based on simulation data from
Publication IV.

The head of the bunch, in blue, where the bubble is forming, sees a lower density. It is thus not
matched, and instead oscillates around an equilibrium point at a larger radius. The black line is
the predicted σr given by Equation 1.28 at initial plasma density, and bunch energy as a function
of z as it is accelerated [25].

1.2.7 Multiple Drive Bunches
As discussed in Section 1.2.3, larger wakefields can be achieved with multiple drive bunches
with a λpe separation. This happens because a train of bunches will resonantly drive increasing
wakefields.
As outlined by Kallos et al. [66], when the bunches are longitudinally square, the wakefields
scale linearly with the number of bunches. The shape is of less importance when the bunch
length is much less than λpe . However, this does not result in high efficiency as every trailing
bunch will see the decelerating field of the earlier bunches. Efficiency is instead increased when
each bunch experiences a similar wake field.
This effect can be mitigated in two ways that will in turn maximise transformer ratio. The
first option, called Ramped Bunch Train, is to position the bunches with a 1.5 λpe separation,
such that each bunch is in the accelerating phase of the forward bunches, while at the same time
ramp their charge such that the wakefield inside each bunch matches the decelerating field from
the first bunch. This scheme has been demonstrated experimentally by Jing et al.in a dielectric
accelerator [64, 65].
The second method, described by Kallos et al., called Phased Bunch Train, proposes using
short, kpe lz  1, equally charged bunches placed in a specific decelerating phase. The bunch
separation needs to be tuned so that the fields inside each bunch matches that of the first bunch.
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The phase shift θM for the M -th bunch is described by Ruth et al. [106]:
θM =

M
X

−1



tan

n=2

1
√
n−2


,

M ≥ 2.

(1.29)

This yields a maximum energy gain

∆Ew = Ed,1

√
Nw
2 M−
Nd,1


,

(1.30)

where Nd,1 is the first of M drive bunches. Compared to Equation 1.21 this is an improvement,
although not linearly increasing with the number of bunches [106].

1.3 Using a Proton Drive Bunch
Electron bunches used in previous experiments have a low energy and thus a limited propagation
length in the plasma, as can be estimated using Equation 1.20.
One experiment, at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC) [29], achieved up to a
doubling of the energy of electrons using a 42 GeV driver with 1.8×1010 particles, corresponding
to a total bunch energy of 120 J. The propagation length of such a bunch is on the order of a
metre, and the experiment used an 85 cm Lithium plasma stage to achieve the energy doubling,
with a gradient of up to 52 GeV. Such short accelerator segments are suitable for multi staged
accelerators, but they require multiple high energy electron drive bunches.

1.3.1 Protons vs. Electrons as Drive Bunch
As ultra-high energy electron bunches are not readily available, the possibility of using proton
bunches as drivers instead has been of interest for some time [28, 33]. The much higher mass
carries orders of magnitude more energy at relatively low gamma values. This effectively
eliminates the problem with short propagation lengths in plasma as it scales linearly with the
bunch energy as shown by Equation 1.20. Several accelerators exist which deliver kJ-scale
proton bunches. See Table 1.1 for an overview.
However, in order to produce GV/m-scale plasma wakefield accelerators, the plasma density
needs to be & 1014 cm−3 ; see Equation 1.2. This corresponds to plasma wavelengths on the
order of a few millimetres. To maximise efficiency in the transfer of energy from the drive bunch
√
to the plasma, as discussed in Section 1.2.3, the bunch must satisfy kpe σz ' 2. Such short
bunches are not readily available, but options for creating short bunches have been proposed [10].
On the other hand, the problem with  λpe proton bunches can be solved by exploiting one of
several instabilities that can occur when a long bunch propagates through plasma.
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TABLE 1.1: Accelerators world wide with proton bunches with an energy higher than 10 GeV.
The table was compiled by Adli and Muggli [3], and updated to include the planned upgrade to
the LHC.
ACCELERATOR

M AX E NERGY
[GeV]

CERN PS, Geneva, Switzerland [10]
J-PARC, Ibaraki Prefecture, Japan [61]
IHEP U70, Protvino, Russia [63]
Fermilab Main Injector, Batavia, Illinois, USA [91]
CERN SPS, Geneva, Switzerland [10]
CERN LHC, Geneva, Switzerland [10]
CERN HL-LHC, Geneva, Switzerland [9]

B UNCH L ENGTH

[J]

[ps]

[mm]

26
540
30 130 000
50
4 000
120
2 100
450
8 300
7 000 124 000
7 000 247 000

1 000
15 000
12 000
600
400
250
270

300
4 500
3 600
180
120
75
81

1.3.2 The Self-Modulation Instability
A long bunch with respect to the plasma wavelength will generate a density wave driven by its
own head. This is true for both laser beams [45] and particle bunches [70], and they are caused
by the same underlying physics. For a laser beam, the self-modulation arises from alternating
regions of focusing and diffraction. For a particle bunch, the wakefields generated within the
bunch acts back on itself, breaking it up into short micro bunches with a surrounding, defocused
halo.
In the 1980s, this self-modulating effect was taken advantage of in LWFA experiments as
only long laser pulses were available. Advances in ultra short laser technology later removed the
dependence of this effect [101], but for proton bunches, this remains a challenge. However, the
self-modulation instability can also be exploited for proton bunches to generate high accelerating
gradients [33, 109, 110].
Self-modulation in particle bunches is caused by a transverse two-stream instability which
occurs for a bunch radius on the order of the plasma skin depth, σr ' c/ωpe [126]. Much
narrower bunches will see pinching effects, while wider bunches will experience filamentation
instabilities [68].
The micro bunching caused by self-modulation has a period close to the plasma wavelength,
λpe , but long bunches are also subject to hosing instabilities [130], an effect also seen in long
laser beams [43, 44]. This may prove to be a limitation to stability over long propagation lengths.
Hosing, however, can be prevented by the breaking up of the bunch caused by self-modulation
[129]. A sharp leading edge of the bunch can be used to seed modulation [47]. Seeding can
significantly reduce the risk of hosing. This is also the case for long laser pulses, and also here
resolved by seeding [126].
Self-modulation has been shown experimentally for long electron bunches at SLAC [4, 88,
89] as well halo formation on short and long positron bunches [60, 87]. Self-modulation has
also recently been seen for proton bunches at AWAKE [90].
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2

The AWAKE Experiment

AWAKE is the first proton driven wakefield accelerator experiment in the world. It is a proofof-concept experiment aiming to inform a design for future high energy accelerators [57] and
to prove the feasibility of such an accelerator. The proton drive bunch for the experiment is
delivered by the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) at CERN at an energy of 400 GeV, and joined
by an electron witness bunch in a 10 m plasma stage.
AWAKE is physically located at the former site of the CERN Neutrinos to Gran Sasso
experiment (CNGS) [55] in a tunnel below the Swiss-French border, and is connected to the SPS
at SPS Point 4. The connection of the AWAKE experiment to the rest of the CERN accelerator
complex is illustrated in Fig. 2.1.

F IGURE 2.1: An overview of the CERN Accelerator Complex [83].
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2.1 Evolution of the Concept
While AWAKE is the first proton driven wakefield experiment, a number of experiments with
electron drive bunches have confirmed the models produced by theory and simulations. The
first experimental results of plasma wakefield acceleration were produced at the Advanced
Accelerator Test Facility at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) outside Chicago, USA, and
published in 1988 [102]. The experiment split an electron bunch of a few nC into a drive and
a witness bunch, and demonstrated that the drive bunch generateed accelerating wakefields as
well as strong transverse fields. The accelerating gradient they produced was modest, only a few
MeV.
More recently, GeV level accelerating gradients have been achieved with an electron bunch
at SLAC, where parts of a 42 GeV electron bunch saw energy doubling in an 85 cm plasma cell.
The results were published in Nature in 2007 [29]. The plasma stage produced a continuous
spread in energy up to about 85 GeV. However, only a small fraction of the charge was accelerated to these energies. An experiment at SLAC later produced a discrete, accelerated bunch
with a core of 74 pC and an accelerating gradient of 4.4 GeV/m [76].

2.2 AWAKE: A Design Overview
AWAKE is, as of the writing of this thesis, operational and in Run 1. The proton beam line
arriving from the SPS joins with the laser beam and the electron beam line, and connects to a
10 m plasma stage at the end of the tunnel. In addition, an electron source has been installed, and
a new side tunnel had to be dug to fit the electron beam line connecting the source to the main
assembly. Figure 2.2 gives and overview of the experimental layout in the tunnel. The old CNGS
target is still present behind a shielding wall, as it is highly radioactive. This, unfortunately, has
created some constraints for fitting the downstream beam line and diagnostics, and may pose
additional challenges for Run 2 if longer or multiple plasma stages are needed.

2.2.1 Plasma Source
The requirements for the plasma source for AWAKE Run 1 were a 10 m long cell capable of a
plasma electron density ranging from 1 − 10 × 1014 cm−3 , the density variation should be within
0.2%, and the radius of the plasma channel should be ≥ 1 mm. The plasma should also consist
of heavy ions to mitigate ion motion [34].
For the AWAKE vapour source, Rubidium (Rb) was chosen. Rubidium has a low melting
point, 39.3 ◦ C; a low first ionisation energy, 4.18 eV; and a standard atomic weight of 85.47. The
plasma wavelength of Rubidium ions with a +1 charge is roughly 400 times that of the plasma
electrons (see Equation 1.1), preventing significant ion motion for AWAKE application [127].
An additional benefit of using an alkaline metal like Rubidium is that the second ionisation level
is significantly higher, 27.3 eV, making it relatively easy to prevent further ionisation and thus
a lower charge/mass ratio [13] (see Section 1.1). The Rubidium vapour is created by heating
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F IGURE 2.2: Drawing of the AWAKE experimental area with the key components labelled.
the reservoir and the vapour cell to around 150 − 230 ◦ C to reach the density range required for
AWAKE [34, 90].
The ionisation of the Rubidium vapour is achieved with a short laser pulse co-propagating
with the proton drive bunch. The laser can be timed such that the plasma channel is created
inside the bunch itself. The short laser pulse produces a sharp plasma edge that provides a good
seed for the self-modulation instability [128], as discussed in Section 1.3.2. The section of the
proton bunch ahead of the laser does not interact strongly with the neutral Rubidium vapour,
although a low level of impact ionisation does occur. However, this effect is not significant [13].
The ionisation laser used for AWAKE is a 780 nm Ti:Sapphire laser with a pulse length

F IGURE 2.3: Drawing of the plasma stage and its related components. as presented in the 2016
AWAKE Status Report [12].
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of 120 fs and a maximum compressed energy of 450 mJ. The peak intensity is around 1.2 ×
1014 W/cm2 , with a spot size radius of 1 mm [13]. The appearance intensity needed for ionisation of Rubidium is around 1.7 × 1012 W/cm2 [11]. Ionisation of a second electron requires
some 455 times higher intensity, so secondary ionisation is not expected [90].
The plasma density produced by the laser pulse is currently measured with a Mach-Zehnder
type interferometers, which produces an interferogram that requires further processing to provide
a density measurement [93]. There are also possible solutions proposed for real-time diagnostics
using a Michelson-type interferometer [42].

2.2.2 Electron Source
The AWAKE electron source for Run 1 consists of a 2.5 cell RF-gun and a 1 m long booster
structure, both operating at 3 GHz, a cathode transfer chamber, beam diagnostics, and a beam
transport line connecting it to the proton beam line. The electron bunch is boosted to up to
20 MeV by a constant gradient acceleration structure. The RF-gun and the booster are powered
by a 30 MW klystron [13, 96]. Several of the components, including the RF-gun and klystron,
were re-purposed from the former PHIN injector in the CLIC test facility [39]. An overview of
the electron source and the accelerating structure can be seen in Figure 2.4.

F IGURE 2.4: Drawing of the electron source and accelerating structure [96].

2.3 Stages of the Experiment
All stages of the AWAKE experiment has been studied in detail in simulations. Due to the large
number of parameters for the plasma and laser, and the drive and witness bunches, the range
of interest of these have both been determined by previous experiments and AWAKE specific
simulations.
The key, nominal parameters for Run 1, and the planned parameters for Run 2, are listed in
Table 2.1.
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TABLE 2.1: Nominal AWAKE bunch parameters for Run 1 [56, 57] and Run 2 [2].
E XPERIMENT
PARAMETERS
Momentum
Charge
Particles
Bunch length (σz )
Bunch size (σx,y )
Normalised emittance (N )
Relative energy spread (∆p/p)
∗
Beta function (βx,y
)
∗
Dispersion (Dx,y )

P ROTONS

E LECTRONS

RUN 1&2

RUN 1

RUN 2

400 GeV
4.8 nC
3 × 1011
12 cm
200 µm
3.5 µm
0.035%
4.9 m
0

16 MeV
200 pC
1.25 × 109
1.2 mm
250 µm
2 µm
0.5%
0.4 m
0

& 50 MeV
67 − 200 pC
0.42−1.25×109
40 − 60 µm
—
. 10 µm
few %
—
—

2.3.1 AWAKE Run 1
The primary focus of Run 1 of AWAKE has been to study the wakefields generated by the SPS
proton bunch in the 10 m Rubidium plasma stage. In the first phase, the main focus was on
measuring the self-modulation instability and the frequency of this modulation in relation to the
plasma density. The second phase aims to sample the generated wakefields with a long electron
bunch capable of sampling a full plasma wavelength [2].
A large part of the work involved in Run 1 is related to the operation and diagnostics of all
the essential elements involved in the experiment, from the vapour cell and the laser system, to
the beam transport and their respective diagnostics systems. The size and and density uniformity
of the plasma channel are essential parameters to control.
2.3.1.1 The Self-Modulation Instability in AWAKE
Run 1 of AWAKE has confirmed that seeded self-modulation of an SPS proton bunch indeed
does occur in the AWAKE vapour stage when the laser is operating at high power. The results
shown in Figure 2.5 were taken from Run 1 of AWAKE and is one of several results showing
self-modulation of the SPS proton bunch. In this case, it is with a plasma density npe =
2.190 × 1014 cm−3 and a gradient of 3.4% over 10 m of plasma [15].

2.3.2 AWAKE Run 2
The electron bunch for Run 1 was designed to sample all phases of the accelerating field, and is
therefore both long with respect to the optimal phase of the field (see Section 1.2.5), and wide
compared to the matching condition with the plasma density (see Equation 1.28). It is expected
that for Run 1, only a small section of the electron bunch will be accelerated. Furthermore, the
energy spread and emittance will be large, but it will give a good impression of the performance
of the different regions of the accelerating structure generated by the SPS drive bunch. This step
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F IGURE 2.5: Image showing self-modulation in a low density plasma at npe = 2.190 ×
1014 cm−3 in AWAKE. The blue line at the right hand side is the position of the laser. The
plasma density in this case had a gradient of 3.4%. The data is taken from Run 1 of AWAKE
and published by K. Rieger for the AWAKE Collaboration [15].
is necessary to verify simulation results, and will help determine the experimental set-up for the
next stage of AWAKE, Run 2.
The first target objective of Run 2 is the successful acceleration of a short electron bunch,
looking to maximise energy and charge while retaining a low emittance and energy spread in
order to demonstrate that it is indeed possible to produce an accelerated bunch with sufficient
quality for further experimental applications. The results from Run 1 and simulations will dictate
the parameters of the Run 2 electron bunch in order to achieve these goals.
The second target of Run 2 is to demonstrate scalability. Previous experiments have shown
that high accelerating gradients can be achieved in short plasma stages, but using lasers or electron bunches as drivers puts constraints on the distances such gradients can be sustained over
(see Section 1.2). As previously discussed, proton drive bunches can propagate significantly
longer in plasma, sustaining large accelerating fields over very long distances. However, producing long plasma channels with high enough quality to sustain such an accelerating structure
may prove to be challenging. The Rubidium plasma stage currently uses a laser to ionise the
vapour. How far the laser can propagate, as well as the availability of high power lasers, puts
limits on how long such a plasma channel can be. This can be avoided by using multiple stages,
but this requires additional beam optics which again increases the length of the accelerator at
the expense of the average energy gradient.
There is also another reason why at least two stages may be necessary. The electron witness
bunch needs to be injected into the accelerating structure when it has formed in order to produce
a high quality accelerated bunch. This can be achieved by using two stages, where the first stage
is used to let the proton bunch undergo self-modulation, and a second plasma stage that is used
in its entirety for acceleration. In this scenario, the electron bunch will be injected between the
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two stages. However, the optics required to steer the electron bunch onto the axis of the proton
bunch implies a gap between these two stages would be required. Such a gap has a negative
effect on the amplitude of the longitudinal field, reducing the maximum possible gradient for
the second stage. This issue is in particular covered in Section 12 of the 2016 AWAKE Status
Report [12].
An additional limitation to this solution, specifically for AWAKE, is that the experimental
area itself has limited space for extending beam lines and adding multiple plasma stages. This is
due to the highly radioactive target and shielding from the CNGS experiment still being present
on the premises, and in the way of expanding the area [2]. To avoid the problems with staging,
the ideal option would be to use a single plasma stage. This would require a different approach
to the plasma source. Such alternatives are currently under investigation.
The simulation work presented in Chapters 4 and 5 in this thesis assumes option 1, in that
the simulations assume that the available wakefield is reduced due to a gap between the two
stages.
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3

AWAKE Data Acquisition

Most of the work presented in this thesis is focused on determining the experiment parameters
for Run 2 of AWAKE. However, during the final stages of construction and commissioning
of Run 1, several months were designated to help integrate AWAKE instrumentation with the
CERN Control System and data logging infrastructure. They key points of that work is presented
here, and summarised in Publication III which was presented at IPAC in Copenhagen in 2017.

3.1 Experiment Measurements
AWAKE instrumentation involves many CERN standard instruments like analogue cameras
(BTVs), sensors, etc. These are already supported by the CERN control system. Several
instruments, however, are not CERN-standard, and a subset of these again only have driver
software available for the Windows operating system. Since the CERN Control System runs on
a Scientific Linux or a CERN CentOS platform, some adaptations had to be made to make these
instruments available to the existing infrastructure. They are as follows:
Vapour Density Measurement: The density of the Rubidium vapour is measured using a
Mach-Zehnder type interferometer. The interferogram acquired by the interferometers is
stored as a file which then needs to be imported into the logging system for post-processing.
In post-processing, a fitting algorithm is applied to calculate the density to within ±0.5%
accuracy [17, 93].
Laser Diagnostics: The Rubidium vapour is ionised by a 4.5 TW, 100 − 120 fs laser [57]. The
pulse length is measured by a single shot optical auto-correlator [107]. This device does
not produce an automatic log file of the measurement, so a special tool was written to
extract the information on a trigger. The digital camera data is post-processed with a
fitting algorithm written by the instrument operator, and the pulse width is extracted. The
data is the written to a specially designed binary file format, which is then imported into
the logging system.
Oscilloscopes: Fast oscilloscopes are also used, for instance to measure real time signals from
various Schottky diodes installed to measure Coherent Transition Radiation (CTR) emitted
in the microwave band [32]. Specifically, a 4-channel Tektronix oscilloscope which
produces per-channel data files needed to be integrated into the data logging system.
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Various Probes: In addition to the above specialised instruments, a number of simple probes
were needed to send single measurement values to the logging systems. These were
treated with a flexible interface that could handle multiple data sources.

3.2 Data Acquisition
The benefit of integrating these instruments into the existing CERN Control System at the front
end is that the experiment can take direct advantage of the existing infrastructure in the other
layers; that is: short and long term data logging, fixed displays and standard control system
graphical user interfaces (GUIs).

F IGURE 3.1: An overview of the CERN Control System structure. The system is layered, and
has standardised interfaces. The data acquisition happens on the Front End Layer where high
performance PCs and PLCs provides real time processing of raw data. This is then fed upstream
to the data logging layer, and then made available to the displays at the top layer. The illustration
is taken from Publication III, which is again recreated from [52].

The structure of the CERN Control System is presented in Figure 3.1. By integrating the
new instruments at the lowest layer in the hierarchy, the standard application interfaces (APIs)
between these are automatically available, significantly reducing the amount of custom code
needed to be written. This still required the instruments to be integrated at the Front End Layer,
and in addition a custom tool for collecting data on an event level was written to provide single
event data packages for later analysis. This tool was named the Event Builder, and developed
by J. Batkiewicz and R. Gorbonosov [50].
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3.2.1 Front End Software Architecture (FESA)
The APIs of the Control System are standardised, and this is also the case on the Front End.
The Front End Software Architecture (FESA) is a software framework originally developed at
CERN. It provides a set of tools for developers to generate large portions of the code needed
to control and read instruments and control infrastructure in the main accelerators at CERN,
including the LHC. Collectively, the FESA classes provide a standard API towards the higher
layers of the controls framework.
While originally developed by CERN, FESA was always intended to be usable for other
experiments. The current iteration, FESA 3, is developed in collaboration with GSI Helmholtz
Centre for Heavy Ion Research in Germany, where it is used at the FAIR facility [111].

3.2.2 AWAKE Integration with FESA
As discussed above, several of the instruments used for AWAKE only have drivers for the
Windows operating system. The straightforward solution in most of these cases were to use the
file logging features available in the instrumentation software. These generated files could then
be picked up by specially prepared FESA File Reader classes accessing the Windows servers
through Samba file shares.

F IGURE 3.2: Flow chart of the internal logic in all the FESA File Reader classes developed
for AWAKE. Illustration taken from Publication III, and was originally presented at an AWAKE
Technical Board meeting in 2016 [20].
For the laser diagnostics instrument, however, the available software did not have an automatic logging feature, so we had to write our own. The solution was to extract data directly
from the digital camera built into the instrument itself, and write to a binary file format specially
designed for our purpose. This allowed the laser diagnostics to be treated in the same way
as the other instruments; with a file reader class. Figure 3.2 illustrates the flow used for the
development of these classes.
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The general flow of the file reader classes is as follows: The class will probe for a new file
every 500 ms, building a list of files. The list is then sorted, and the most recent file by file
creation stamp is read into a buffer and parsed. The parsing itself varies between the different
classes depending on the format written by the respective instruments. If the file is deemed to
be invalid, either because it does not conform to the expected format, or it is truncated for one
reason or another, the file is dropped and moved into a special folder for discarded files. If the
file is valid, the data is converted into the correct data type and published on the API. The reader
is designed such that no file is deleted, so a successfully parsed file is also moved to an archive
folder.
The successfully acquired data is merged with the most recent information from the SPS
accelerator, namely the information that identifies the specific proton bunch that was extracted
and sent to the experiment at that given time. When the data is published, that is made available
to upstream software, a notification is sent out alerting services that subscribe the the data that a
new data set is available. If no one is listening and capturing the data, like the logging system
or the Event Builder, the data is overwritten on the next successful acquisition. The raw data is,
however, still available in the archive folders in case the data flow is interrupted.
A total of four of these special FESA File Reader classes were developed as part of this
thesis work. These are all currently being used by the experiment, and being actively maintained
by other members of the experiment.
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4

Simulation Method

The work presented in this thesis has been performed using simulations with two particle-incell (PIC) codes: OSIRIS [49] and QuickPIC [8, 62]. OSIRIS is a proprietary full PIC code
available in 1, 2 and 3 dimensions, with a choice between Cartesian and cylindrical coordinates.
QuickPIC is a quasi-static 3D PIC code, that is available in an open source version [119]. In
the simulations presented here, both OSIRIS and the open source version of QuickPIC has been
used. For a more detailed description of PIC codes, see Appendix A.
Although PIC codes use macro particles – that is, simulated particles representing more than
one physical bunch or plasma particle – these codes require a lot of CPU power. This is especially
true when running 3D simulations. The preliminary studies presented in Publications I and II
were done using OSIRIS with 2D cylindrical coordinates. The main study, Publication IV, was
done using QuickPIC in 3D Cartesian coordinates. In order to perform the detailed parameter
scans needed for these studies, the drive bunch and accelerating structure had to be scaled down
into a more manageable size than simulating the full SPS proton bunch would require. The full
SPS proton bunch is orders of magnitude longer than both the electron bunch and the plasma
wavelength, as can be seen in Table 2.1. This chapter will outline the simulation environment
chosen for these studies, and the reasons behind these.

4.1 Simulating the Drive Bunch
An initial set of simulations were run to study the evolution of the self-modulation instability in
the SPS proton bunch. These simulations assumed the plasma was ionised at the centre of the
bunch (see Section 1.3.2), so only the back half of it was actually simulated. The bunch profile
function used took the form:


 π i
Aq h
r2
f (ξ, r) =
1 + cos ξ
exp − 2 ,
(4.1)
2
L
2σr
where L = 2.5 σz,pb = 30 cm is the length of half an SPS proton bunch, r and ξ are the
cylindrical coordinates of the simulation box (see Equation 1.11), and Aq is a charge scaling
factor such that the total charge of the half bunch matches the charge outlined in Table 2.1. The
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charge of the simulated proton bunch in cylindrical coordinates is given by:
ZZ
Qpb = 2π
f (ξ, r) rdrdξ.

(4.2)

A half period cosine function for the longitudinal density profile is more convenient for simulations than a Gaussian shape, as the cosine goes to zero at a finite length [77]. Radially, the
bunch is still Gaussian, and requires a manual cut-off to be applied to prevent OSIRIS from
generating macro particles with small weights. The CPU cost is proportional to the number of
simulation particles, regardless of weight. An example of the SPS proton bunch before and after
self-modulated has occurred, as simulated in OSIRIS 3.0, can be seen in Figure 4.1.

F IGURE 4.1: Top: An example of a simulation of half SPS proton bunch before reaching
plasma. Bottom: The same bunch after having undergone self-modulation in about 3 m of
plasma. The halo of protons ejected from the defocusing regions can be clearly seen, leaving a
core of micro bunches on the beam axis. The projected density profile is shown in white.
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4.1.1 With a Pre-Modulated Beam
The half SPS proton bunch is about 30 cm long, or 238 λpe , which requires a large number of
grid cells to resolve, ∆z & λpe /10. In order to make the simulations more manageable in size
for the beam loading studies, we decided to study a sample proton bunch of 26 micro bunches –
an order of magnitude smaller than the previous case.
These simulations were all done using OSIRIS 3.0. With this version it is necessary for the
bunches to drift in vacuum for a short distance for the electro-magnetic fields to develop properly,
as they are initialised at zero (see further discussion in Section A.3). Since the evolution of the
self-modulation instability was not of primary interest at this stage, we chose to modify the bunch
profile to emulate a section of the modulated bunch. We refer to this as pre-modulation. This
was done by shortening the period of the density envelope cosine function from Equation 4.1 to
match that of the plasma wavelength,




√
1
r2
f (ξ, r) = A 2 √ + cos (kpe ξ − µ) exp − 2 ,
(4.3)
2σr
2 2
where µ is the position of the first micro bunch, and kpe is the plasma wave number [22]. The
offset of the cosine function is chosen such that the width of the micro bunch matches the width
of a bunch in the simulations done with a full SPS bunch, and there is a gap between the bunches
that approximates the gaps we see between micro bunches in the simulated self-modulated case.
Since OSIRIS ignores profile densities with negative values, the profile is automatically clipped
at 0, requiring no further manipulation of the profile function to remove negative values.
Again, cosines are preferred over a series of Gaussian bunch profiles, although this time
because the cosine is periodic, and because OSIRIS’ mathematical functions cannot be longer
than 256 characters.
Generating an equidistant bunch train in this manner causes the head of the second bunch to
be partially defocused, causing a decay of the micro bunches by the wakefield of the first bunch.
This effect was not directly compensated for in Publication I. This can be avoided by increasing
the separation between the first and second bunch from 2πc/ωp to (2π + π/4)c/ωp [78].
The charge of the proton micro bunches was matched to that of a micro bunch generated by
the self-modulation instability in the initial simulations. The charge density decreases towards
the back end of the self-modulated bunch (see Figure 4.1), so for the pre-modulated set-up the
densities of the micro bunches were fixed to a charge for the region were the injection of an
electron bunch is reasonable – that is, around 100 plasma wavelengths behind the laser pulse.
For the pre-modulated simulations, this charge was set to 100 pC such that the total charge of
the sample proton beam was 2.6 nC. This corresponds to a peak current of 135 A. The electron
witness bunch was injected between bunch 20 and 21.

4.1.2 With a Single Drive Bunch
Further approximations needed to be made to decrease the scale of the problem in order to
study the beam loading and evolution of the electron witness bunch more directly. Even the pre33

F IGURE 4.2: An example of a pre-modulated beam of 26 micro-bunches modulated at the
plasma wavelength. This simulation set-up was used for Publication I. The density function (see
Equation 4.3) is tuned to match the earlier self-modulation simulations shown in Figure 4.1.
modulated proton beam is somewhat costly to simulate – both because it still requires a multiple
plasma-wavelength simulation box length, and because a large number of simulated particles are
needed to populate the beam profile. It proved to be challenging to do larger parameter scans as
the CPU cost would rise to levels beyond available resources. While additional resources could
potentially have been requested, we chose instead to exclude the evolution of the proton bunch
entirely from our studies and assume the region where the electron bunch was injected to have
the properties laid out in the AWAKE status reports [12].
In these single bunch studies we therefore approximated the proton drive beam ahead of
the witness bunch injection region as a single, ideal proton drive bunch generating the expected
wakefields. To reproduce these conditions, we used a Gaussian bunch of 1.46 × 1010 protons
corresponding to 2.34 nC, a length σz = 40 µm corresponding to 7 kA, and a transverse size
σx,y = 200 µm [25]. To prevent the proton bunch from evolving at the time scale we were
interested in for these studies – up to 100 m of plasma – we also increased the mass of the bunch
protons by a factor of 1 × 106 . This effectively froze the wakefields both longitudinally and
transversely, and the only evolution of the wakefields was that which was caused by the electron
witness bunch itself.
Figure 4.3 shows the simulation setup that was used for Publication IV, and shows both the
proton bunch in blue, and the electron bunch in red. The plasma can be seen as a grey shaded
area where the regions void of plasma electrons can be seen in white. This is mainly the bubble
driven by the high charge density electron bunch, but also as ripples on the edge of the plasma
channel. The density perturbation and longitudinal wakefield generated by the proton bunch
falls in the quasi-linear regime, as illustrated in Figures 1.3 and 1.5.

4.2 Simulating the Witness Bunch
Simulating the witness bunch is generally straightforward, as we have only considered a single
bunch with a Gaussian shape both longitudinally and transversely. However, there are a few
things to keep in mind when setting up the bunch profile.
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F IGURE 4.3: An example of the simulation set-up used for Publication IV. These simulations
used a single, rigid proton bunch in blue, with a charge large enough to generate a wakefield
equivalent to what we expect from the SPS proton bunch in AWAKE Run 2. The electron witness
bunch is shown in red, and the plasma density is shown in grey where the white region is the
plasma bubble void of plasma electrons. Note that in the QuickPIC simulations the simulation
box travels towards the left.

4.2.1 Witness Bunch Size and Resolution
For the early simulations, a transverse size of σx,y = 105 µm was used, see Table 2.1. For later
simulations, when the bunch transverse size was matched to its emittance and the plasma density
(see Section 1.2.6), much narrower bunches were used – on the order of a few micrometres. The
proton drive bunch size is tied to the plasma skin depth (see Section 1.3.2), which is 200 µm.
This, naturally, poses a resolution challenge when very narrow electron bunches need to be
resolved, while at the same time, the simulation box needs to also be able to contain the proton
drive bunch. PIC codes with non-equidistant meshing are currently being developed to handle
this challenge, but this option wasn’t available in the simulation tools we had available.
For the simulations with a pre-modulated proton beam, used for Publication I, the simulation
box had a radius of 2.12 mm with 425 grid cells, resulting in a resolution of 5 µm. This is
more than sufficient to resolve and contain both the proton beam and the electron bunch, with a
small buffer for the plasma (see Section 4.3). For the single drive bunch studies, Publications II
and IV, the transverse grid resolution had to be increased. In most cases we tried to resolve the
witness bunch with at least 5 grid cells per σx,y , although this was in some instances increased.
It was also important to keep an eye on the distribution of macro particles on the simulation grid.
This was especially important for the OSIRIS 3.0 based simulations, as OSIRIS creates macro
particles of varying charge, with a fixed number of particles per cell defined by input parameters.
Since most OSIRIS simulations were run with a 2D cylindrical geometry, a 1/r factor enters
into the electromagnetic field equations. This results in numerical noise when r → 0, which
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in return affects the evolution of the bunch itself. A sample of the 2D cylindrical simulations
were re-run with 3D Cartesian coordinates in order to check that the results were not dominated
by this noise. While the 3D simulations were much smoother along the beam axis, the actual
results did not seem to differ to any significant degree.
QuickPIC uses 3D Cartesian coordinates, and thus, as OSIRIS 3D, does not have the 1/r
problem. In addition, QuickPIC has a fixed charge per macro particle, and instead varies the
number of these per grid cell to create a charge distribution. A convergence scan of resolution
dependency was performed for Publication IV to check that the results did not depend on resolution within the range we used for this study. The convergence scan is described in Section 5.5.3.
QuickPIC defines resolution in exponents of 2, and thus are locked to a set of values that rapidly
increase for each step. The simulations used for Publication IV were done with transverse grids
of 29 and 210 (512 × 512 and 1024 × 1024) cells, resolving a box size of 1.2 mm square. In the
former case, the grid cell size was thus as large as 2 µm for the former case, and 1 µm for the
latter. This did, however, not appear to have any significant impact on the results.
Further details on how QuickPIC and OSIRIS handle bunch particles is covered in Appendix A.

4.2.2 Witness Bunch Transverse Evolution
In OSIRIS 3.0, the electromagnetic fields are initialised at zero. It is therefore necessary to let
the bunches drift a short distance before they enter the plasma region for the fields to develop.
Due to this initial drift stage, it was technically challenging to inject an electron witness bunch
while strictly controlling parameters like emittance, energy spread and transverse size as these
parameters undergo evolution during this initial drift. It is, however, possible to prevent the
bunch from evolving by slowly ramping up the charge or the energy. During these ramping
stages the macro particles are prevented from transverse evolution.
For the early studies, and for Publication I, only beam loading and acceleration were considered. For Publications II and IV it was, however, necessary to control the witness bunch
emittance. While QuickPIC has input parameters defining the bunch emittance in each direction, OSIRIS 3.0 does not. OSIRIS 3.0 does let one define spatial and momentum distributions
independently (see Appendix A). However, as correlation between σpi and σi , for dimension
i, cannot be controlled, the bunch can only be initialised at waist (Twiss parameter α = 0, see
Appendix B).
For the OSIRIS simulations, the ramping parameters were tuned such that the bunch was
unfrozen a few micrometres before it entered the plasma. This prevented betatron motion during
the drift stage, ensuring that the bunch was still more or less at waist when it entered the plasma
region.
While the need for a drift stage has been removed in OSIRIS 4.0, which was available when
we started working on Publication IV, the need to study emittance evolution meant QuickPIC
was a more suitable tool. Full PIC codes suffer from a numerical instability often referred to
as the Numerical Cherenkov effect, which can partially be mitigated by improving the electromagnetic fields solver [75]. The quasi-static approximation used by QuickPIC avoids this issue
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entirely. This is discussed further in Appendix A.

4.3 Simulating the Plasma
For the simulations made with OSIRIS 3.0, where an initial drift stage is necessary, a decision
had to be made on how to simulate the entry point into the plasma. Early tests showed that
freezing the transverse evolution of the electron bunch, and releasing it immediately before the
entry into plasma, posed a few challenges. The sudden change in conditions is itself un-physical,
and the abrupt change from a frozen state to an evolving bunch while at the same time seeing
an instant step in plasma density from 0 to 7 × 1014 cm−3 , made it challenging to interpret the
results. This was especially the case when the witness bunch was not matched to the plasma
density (see Section 1.2.6). A rapid pinching of the bunch occurred immediately after entering
the plasma region, causing a spike in the charge density that was within a region too narrow to
resolve with the grid resolution we used. This is also a numerically noisy region, as discussed
in Section 4.2.1. Eliminating the hard plasma edge by introducing a more realistic plasma ramp
over 10 mm, using a cosine-shaped density function, was attempted. However, the effect on the
witness bunch was not significant.
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5

Simulation Analysis

This chapter outlines some of the key considerations and calculations performed on the data sets
generated in these simulations. Analysis tools were developed in MATLAB for both OSIRIS and
QuickPIC data sets. These are available online, and are described in more detail in Appendix B.

5.1 Extracting Twiss Parameters from Particle Arrays
Both OSIRIS and QuickPIC dump the macro particles as large arrays of six-dimensional data,
providing each particle’s position and momentum vector. QuickPIC uses equally weighted macro
particles, greatly simplifying the analysis. OSIRIS, however, uses weighted macro particles,
so the weights need to be considered when performing the statistical calculations. Additional
statistical functions were added to MATLAB’s own to perform these weighted calculations (see
Appendix B).
To study the collective motion of particles it is useful to calculate the bunch total emittance
in terms of the RMS value or standard deviation of its particles. Equation 1.8 from Section 1.2.1
can be rewritten in terms of the statistical distributions of its particles such that
q
 = γσx2 + 2ασx σx0 + βσx20 ,
(5.1)
where the angle of the i-th particles can be taken from its momentum
x0i =

pi,x
.
pi,z

(5.2)

For a set of macro particles, the geometric emittance can be calculated directly by taking the
covariance matrix of the x and x0 vectors
T = cov (x, x0 ) ,

(5.3)

and then taking the square root of its determinant
=

p
det (T).

(5.4)
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The Twiss parameters can be extracted from the matrix T as well:
α = T12 /,

β = T11 /,

γ = T22 /.

(5.5)

5.2 A Measure for Beam Quality
For the emittance study in Publication IV it was necessary to define a convenient unit for the
quality of the accelerated bunch in terms of emittance evolution in regions along the bunch
length. In the quasi-linear plus non-linear regime this publication investigates, emittance growth
only occurs at the head of the bunch. However, the region of emittance growth varies when
parameters such as charge and bunch size changes. In the study we defined a parameter that
quantifies emittance preservation,
M
N
1 XX
Qm+n χ(ξm , N ),
Q̃ =
N m=0 n=0

(5.6)

where M is the number of longitudinal grid slices of length ∆ξ which contains macro particles
for the witness bunch, and with corresponding coordinate ξm . N is the number of such slices to
average over. And χ(ξm , N ) is the step function
χ(ξi , N ) =

(
1,
0,

i −0
0
i −0
0

≤ 5%
> 5%

for i over the interval

[ξi , ξi + N ∆ξ],

(5.7)

where i is the emittance as defined by Equations 5.3 and 5.4 for a set of macro particles within
the interval ξi to ξi + N ∆ξ, and 0 is the initial emittance defined in the simulation input file.
For the studies included in Publication IV,


10σz
M=
, N = 4.
(5.8)
∆ξ
The first slice coordinate for the iterator m is
ξm=0 = µeb − 5σz,eb − 0.5∆ξ,

(5.9)

where µeb is the longitudinal centre of the bunch.
The quantity Q̃ is thus the total charge that retains its initial emittance within a limit of 5%
growth. The emittance is calculated with a moving window of 4 grid cells over ±5σz of the
bunch.
Note: This method may yield a misleading result if the Twiss parameter α varies too much
along the length of the bunch. That is, a rotation of the phase-space ellipse, see Figure 1.2. The
emittance can be locally small and qualify for the 5% criterion, even if the total emittance of the
region included in Q̃ is not. This can easily be checked after the seemingly optimal region of
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the bunch is known by verifying that its total emittance does not exceed the same criterion.

5.3 Full Scale Studies
A total of 38 simulations of a full AWAKE proton bunch, with and without an injected electron
bunch, were run. As can be seen from Table 5.2, these simulations took an average of over 11 000
CPU hours each. The simulation parameters used for these studies are described in Section 4.1.
The purpose of the full scale studies were mainly to develop some familiarity with OSIRIS,
but also to study the properties of the self-modulated beam in order to make a reasonable
approximation of it for the later pre-modulated studies (see Section 4.1.1).
The modulation period of the self-modulated beam was checked with Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) [121]. The FFT revealed that the core modulation frequency is indeed the characteristic
frequency of the plasma as presented in Publication I.

F IGURE 5.1: A wavelet analysis of the beam shown in Figure 4.1, at the same position in the
plasma, using Morlet wavelet analysis [117]. The horizontal axis shows the position ξ in the
simulation box. The vertical axis shows the Fourier period in units of the plasma wavelength λp .
This density plot is the absolute value of the complex wavelet data, showing clearly the peak in
frequency in the area around the plasma wavelength. The colour axis is saturated at amplitude
1 in order to show the fine structure of the harmonics. The contour plot overlay shows the full
range of the density data in steps of 0.5.
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A wavelet analysis was also performed using a Morlet wavelet analysis [27, 53]. The wavelet
adds some additional information about the modulation frequency as a function of position along
the modulated beam of micro bunches. Such a plot is shown in Figure 5.1 where the proton
bunch has propagated through about 3 m of plasma. The figure shows the magnitude of the
wavelet analysis data [71], and the amplitude indicates that the density variation is the highest
at the front of the bunch (compare with initial profile in Figure 4.1).
The frequency of the pre-modulated beam was slightly adjusted such that the FFT profiles
matched that of the full scale SMI simulations [22].
Both FFT and Wavelet analysis tools were implemented in the OsirisAnalysis package
described in Section B.3.

5.4 Beam Loading and Energy Spread
When the parameters of the self-modulated bunch had been established, and the pre-modulated
studies set up as laid out in Section 4.1.1, the evolution of the electron bunch became the main
focus. Of particular interest in the early studies was the beam loading of the electron witness
bunch on the longitudinal wakefields, as well as its energy spread as it propagated through the
plasma section.
The transverse size of the bunch was initially chosen to be σx,y = 105 µm, see Table 2.1.
This is the size initially proposed for Run 1. The longitudinal size was chosen to be σz = 40 µm
for the studies included in Publication I, but several lengths were tested in simulations.

F IGURE 5.2: A parameter scan for the 26 bunch pre-modulated studies where six different
bunch currents and four different bunch lengths were considered. The energy gain Pz − Pz,0
after 1.1 m of plasma is shown with the error bars representing the RMS energy spread. The
figure is presented in Publication II and in Adli et al. [2].
Tuning the longitudinal size is essential. On the one hand, a short bunch positioned at an
optimal accelerating phase ensures a low energy spread as all electrons see close to the same
accelerating field. On the other hand, a long bunch is capable of holding a larger charge without
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the charge density becoming critical. The bunch length and charge the field is able to support can
be improved by tuning the parameters such that the field is flat in the region where the witness
bunch is located, as discussed in Section 1.2.5.
The initial studies showed that σz = 40 − 60 µm is a good compromise between having a
short enough bunch to stay within the accelerating region of the accelerating wakefield, ≈ λpe /4
(see Section 1.2.5), and a long enough bunch to contain a reasonable amount of electrons without
overloading the wakefield. A larger parameter scan was performed for Publication II, and was
presented as a contributing talk at North American Particle Accelerator Conference in Chicago in
2016. It was also included in [2]. The main results of this parameter scan is shown in Figure 5.2.

5.5 Emittance Evolution
Achieving a large energy gradient and a low energy spread while maximising charge is a compromise between parameters [25]. High charge density affects beam loading which, when
mismatched, may lead to increased energy spread. An overloaded accelerating field will also
reduce energy gain through the accelerating region. In addition to these considerations, we also
seek to preserve the initial emittance and avoid emittance growth.

F IGURE 5.3: The radial wakefields Wr for two test simulations of a high density electron
bunch. The numerical noise generated by the electromagnetic field solvers is clearly seen as
additional short period “wake ripples”. The data is taken at the entry into the plasma region, and
shows results for both the Yee solver and the slightly better 4th order solver in OSIRIS 3.0. Both
simulations were run without smoothing. Tests with smoothing of the fields had some effect.
The colour axis is truncated to show the structure of the noise. The peak of the noise is 3 − 4
times higher.
The simulations for Publication II did not focus on emittance, and were therefore run with
OSIRIS 3.0, which is a full PIC code (see Appendix A). However, due to the numerical noise in
the electromagnetic field solver associated with full PIC codes, as also discussed in the appendix,
we opted to use QuickPIC at this stage. Before we moved to QuickPIC, we ran a number of
test simulations probing the scale of the noise issue. OSIRIS provides a number of solvers and
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filters to minimise the issue, but as illustrated in Figure 5.3, it was too large of an issue for our
specific case with a high density electron bunch.

5.5.1 The Quasi-Linear Regime
As AWAKE operates in the quasi-linear regime, all the simulations were run with a plasma
density matching the expected conditions in the experiment’s vapour cell for Run 2. The quasilinear regime has the benefit of combining near radially uniform accelerating fields with a nearly
non-linear wake (see Section 1.2.4.3).

F IGURE 5.4: Loading of the field after for a 500 A/60 µm electron bunch. A sample of electrons
can be seen in blue, and protons in red, as well as their respective projections at the bottom. The
Ez and Wr wakefields are also shown in green and brown respectively. The figure is recreated
from Publication II.
However, in the presence of a high density electron witness bunch, a secondary bubble forms
behind it. This bubble is typically non-linear. The simulations for Publication II showed that
this was the case for our optimal range of bunch size and density. One such example is shown in
Figure 5.4, taken from Publication II. We labelled this setup as the Quasi-Linear + Non-Linear
Case.

5.5.2 The Quasi-Linear + Non-Linear Case
An electron witness bunch matched to the typical AWAKE plasma density will be, as discussed
in Section 1.2.6, very narrow. At a typical normalised emittance of 2.0 µm, the matched bunch
σr is 5.25 µm. Even at low charge and at the upper limit in terms of bunch length, the wakefields
of such a bunch will quickly reach the non-linear regime. In the base case used in the beam
loading study in Publication IV, the peak density of the bunch nb /n0 > 35, is well beyond the
saturation level of the bubble that occurs when nb /n0 > 10 [79].
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F IGURE 5.5: Emittance of an electron bunch along the ξ axis. The emittance of the slices
are computed with a moving average window of four grid cells or ≈ 9.4 µm, and shown in red.
The corresponding electron witness bunch density is shown in blue and the plasma electron
density in green. The bunch is shown after having propagated through 40 m of plasma. The
initial emittance for this simulation was 2 µm, and there is no significant emittance growth in
the region in the bunch’s own bubble. The bunch travels towards the left of the figure.
The implication here is that there is an additional beneficial effect of loading the accelerating
field with as much charge as it will allow without overloading it. The resulting non-linear
wake driven by the head of the bunch, which will see emittance growth due to the quasi-linear
conditions of the proton wake, ensures that the rest of the bunch sees a strong focusing force
from the pure ion column preventing further emittance growth. As the electron bunch gains
√
energy, its transverse size will decrease as its emittance is preserved as σr = N β [131]. This
is clearly shown in Figure 5.5, generated from the same data as presented in Publication IV. The
head of the bunch sees an emittance growth to about 3 µm, while the bulk of the bunch sees
none.
With this setup there is a range of parameters that needs fine tuning. In Publication IV, we
performed a number of parameter scans, attempting to maximise beam quality as defined in
Equation 5.6.

5.5.3 Convergence Scan
For the large parameter scans performed for Publication IV, it was necessary to verify that the
results were not dependant on grid resolution. The radial wakefields within the plasma bubble
are linear, but so are the fields within one grid cell as they are interpolated on the grid. The
effect of linear focusing could thus be an artefact of resolution. That is especially true in the
case where the grid cells were only a factor 2.5 smaller than the bunch σx,y , and thus the bubble
radius also small.
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TABLE 5.1: Convergence results for a reference simulations for Publication IV. The reference
bunch has a charge of 250 pC, and the emittance tolerance criterion for the Q̃ parameter is 5%
(see Section 5.2).
L ENGTH
40 µm

60 µm

80 µm

PARAM .
Q̃
MEAN(E)
STD(E)
Q̃
MEAN(E)
STD(E)
Q̃
MEAN(E)
STD(E)

1024×1024
213.9 pC
2263
MeV
267.4 MeV
221.6 pC
2346
MeV
166.8 MeV
229.9 pC
2378
MeV
120.0 MeV

2048×2048
206.9 pC
2233
MeV
250.4 MeV
222.0 pC
2336
MeV
165.0 MeV
226.9 pC
2379
MeV
117.6 MeV

4096×4096
213.1 pC
2247
MeV
261.5 MeV
222.1 pC
2333
MeV
165.5 MeV
224.8 pC
2368
MeV
119.1 MeV

5.6 Summary of Simulation Studies
Table 5.2 gives an overview of the simulation studies done as a part of the thesis work. Nearly
all of the 1.5 million CPU hours used for these simulations were done using the super computer
Abel, located at the the USIT department at the University of Oslo and owned by the University of
Oslo and The Norwegian Metacenter for Computational Science. Project code for the computing
access was nn9303k.
Some of the simulations were also run on the computing cluster Smaug hosted at the Department of Physics and maintained by the students at Computational Physics.
TABLE 5.2: Overview of total simulation cost. 97% of the simulations were run on the supercomputer Abel, on Oct Core Intel Xeon E5-2670 CPUs. The remainder were run on older nodes
with Quad Core AMD Opteron 2354 CPUs.
T OPIC OF S TUDIES
Preliminary studies (mostly testing)
Full length AWAKE proton bunch studies
Pre-modulated beam studies1
3D reference studies
Single drive bunch studies2
Beam loading and emittance studies3
Total
1

Main studies for Publication I
Main studies for Publication II
3
Main studies for Publication IV
2
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C ODE
OSIRIS
OSIRIS
OSIRIS
OSIRIS
OSIRIS
QuickPIC

C OUNT
21
38
144
23
124
293
657

CPU T IME
266 599 h
440 583 h
319 093 h
245 974 h
47 837 h
369 887 h
1 479 350 h

AVERAGE
12 695 h
11 594 h
2 216 h
10 695 h
386 h
1 262 h
2 252 h

6

Summary and Conclusion

In Run 1 of AWAKE, which saw first beam in December 2016, the experiment sought to probe
the wakefields generated by the SPS proton bunch in a 10 m Rubidium plasma stage. This was
done with a wide and long electron witness bunch capable of probing the entire phase of one
plasma wavelength and a significant fraction of the radial extent of the accelerating fields.
As of the writing of this thesis, AWAKE Run 1 enters its final few months of operation. The
results of the run have been exciting, with self-modulation confirmed and studied, and 2 GeV
accelerated electrons seen [5].
The aim of this thesis project was to study the performance of an optimised electron witness
bunch in a proton driven plasma wakefield accelerator section. The study was specifically aimed
at Run 2 of the AWAKE experiment, scheduled after the 2019–2020 Long Shutdown 2 of the
LHC, with construction planned for the shutdown period.
First we studied how much charge, and with what bunch size, electrons could be accelerated
in AWAKE Run 2. The aim was to maximise charge and acceleration, while minimising energy
spread. This was presented in Publication II. The results of the scan are shown in Figure 5.4,
and show that bunches with a σz = 40 − 60 µm can be accelerated without too much energy
spread and at a low cost of loss of final energy. That is, the loading of the field is just enough to
make it nearly flat over the length of the bunch while not lowering the average strength of the
wakefield in the same region.
Continuing from this, the emittance evolution in the wake was studied using a quasi-static
simulation code using the same range of parameters. We identified a new regime for plasma
wakefield acceleration: the quasi-linear regime with witness bunch beam loading. The beam
loading creates an emittance preserving accelerating bubble, opening up for emittance preservation of an electron bunch in proton-driven plasma wakefield accelerators. Figure 6.1 from
Publication IV shows the parameter space where good emittance preservation is observed. Q̃
is defined as the fraction of the bunch charge that sees a emittance growth ≤ 5%, laid out in
Section 5.2. In excess of 70% of the bunch can be accelerated without any significant emittance
growth, while the rest of the bunch is used to drive the non-linear region.
Again, the σz = 40−60 µm range performs well in that we see a flattening of the accelerating
wakefield without overloading it until we reach high charges, > 150 − 200 pC. The different
size bunches have their energy spread minima at ≈ 50 pC and ≈ 100 pC, respectively.
The simulations indicate that with these parameters, and under the assumption that the
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F IGURE 6.1: Ratio of witness bunch charge with emittance preserved, (blue symbols, lines),
as a function of initial bunch charge, and relative energy spread of the accepted charge (red
symbols, dashed lines), after 4 m of plasma and with an initial emittance of 2 µm for a range of
bunch lengths. The figure is taken from Publication IV.
witness bunch is injected on the same axis as the drive bunch, 30 − 70 pC of electrons can be
accelerated without emittance growth and with a . 2% energy spread.
Some emittance growth in the bunch is inevitable due to the quasi-linear regime in which
AWAKE operates. However, this growth is localised to the head of the witness bunch, while the
bunch itself drives wakefields putting its own tail in the non-linear regime where no significant
emittance growth occurs.
Whether these conditions are reproducible in AWAKE Run 2 remains to be seen. Alignment
of the two bunches is certainly a challenge, and Publication IV shows that some tolerance exists
in terms of witness bunch offset, but with a cost to emittance preservation.
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Loading of a Plasma-Wakefield Accelerator Section
Driven by a Self-Modulated Proton Bunch

Abstract: We investigate beam loading of a plasma wake driven by a self-modulated proton
beam using particle-in-cell simulations for phase III of the AWAKE project. We address
the case of injection after the proton beam has already experienced self-modulation in a
previous plasma. Optimal parameters for the injected electron bunch in terms of initial
beam energy and beam charge density are investigated and evaluated in terms of witness
bunch energy and energy spread. An approximate modulated proton beam is emulated in
order to reduce computation time in these simulations.
Authors: Veronica K. Berglyd Olsen, Erik Adli (University of Oslo, Oslo, Norway), Patric
Muggli (Max Planck Institute for Physics, Munich, Germany), Ligia D. Amorim, Jorge
M. Vieira (Instituto Superior Technico, Lisbon, Portugal)
Publication: Proceedings of IPAC 2015, Richmond, Virginia, USA [22]
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LOADING OF A PLASMA-WAKEFIELD ACCELERATOR SECTION
DRIVEN BY A SELF-MODULATED PROTON BUNCH
V. K. Berglyd Olsen∗ , E. Adli (University of Oslo, Norway)
P. Muggli (Max Planck Institute for Physics, Munich, Germany)
L. D. Amorim, J. M. Vieira (Instituto Superior Technico, Lisbon, Portugal)
Abstract
We investigate beam loading of a plasma wake driven by
a self-modulated proton beam using particle-in-cell simulations for phase III of the AWAKE project. We address
the case of injection after the proton beam has already experienced self-modulation in a previous plasma. Optimal
parameters for the injected electron bunch in terms of initial beam energy and beam charge density are investigated
and evaluated in terms of witness bunch energy and energy
spread. An approximate modulated proton beam is emulated
in order to reduce computation time in these simulations.

In phase I of the AWAKE experiment the SMI of the
proton bunch will be studied. In phase II, the proton wake
will be studied using a long, externally injected electron
bunch that will sample all phases of the wake. In phase III,
acceleration of a short bunch in the wake of an already selfmodulated proton beam will be studied, as illustrated in Fig.
1. In this paper we study the beam quality of a short electron
bunch accelerated by an SMI proton wake in preparation for
phase III of AWAKE.
0.15
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INTRODUCTION
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The AWAKE experiment [1] is a proof-of-principle
demonstration of acceleration of an electron bunch to the
TeV energy range in a single plasma section, using a proton
bunch driver [2].
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Figure 1: Simpliﬁed set-up of AWAKE Phase III. A long
proton bunch experiences the SMI in a short plasma cell.
The electron bunch is injected before the second plasma cell.
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where N p is the plasma electron density, e is the elementary charge, me is the electron mass and ε 0 is the vacuum
permittivity.
A proton bunch with σ z,0 k p  1, where σ z,0 is the initial
length of the bunch, will under certain conditions develop a
self-modulation instability (SMI) when it travels through a
plasma [4]. The proton bunch will then develop into a train
of micro bunches with a period on the order of λ p .
∗
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Figure 2: Top: An example showing the structure of the
plasma electrons (grey) with a projection of the proton beam
(red) and the electron bunch (blue) density on the bottom.
The Ez (green) and Er (yellow) ﬁelds have been overlayed
on the plot. Shown is also a sample of electron (blue) and
proton (red) macro particles. Bottom: An example of a
pre-modulated proton drive beam at t = 0 plotted in terms
of charge density.

SIMULATION SET-UP
All simulations in this paper have been performed using
OSIRIS, a three-dimensional, relativistic, particle-in-cell
code for modelling plasma based accelerators [5].
The parameter scans presented have all been run on a
small scale test case with a shorter proton drive beam than
AWAKE speciﬁcations. We simulate here only the second
plasma stage in Fig. 1, assuming a pre-modulated proton
beam proﬁle with charge density function



2
ρ p + (ξ) = A √1 + cos k p ξ − μ1 e−r /2σ r , (2)
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The AWAKE experiment proposes using a proton driver at
400 GeV, delivered by the SPS. The experiment is currently
under construction at CERN, scheduled to start in late 2016.
The SPS proton bunch is too long to generate a suﬃciently
strong wakeﬁeld [3]. A usable drive bunch needs to be close
to the plasma wavelength λ p in length; however, producing
a short enough proton bunch is technically diﬃcult.
The plasma wavelength and frequency are given by

N p e2
2πc
λp =
, ωp =
,
(1)
ωp
me ε 0
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where A is a charge scaling factor, μ1 is the centre position
of the ﬁrst micro bunch, k p = 2πλ −1
p is the wave number,
and ξ = z − ct is the coordinates in a frame moving at the
speed of light.
The length of the beam is limited by a step function to
33 mm. Negative density values for the density proﬁle is
ignored by OSIRIS. This gives a beam of 26 micro bunches
of protons, as seen in the bottom plot of Fig. 2. The beam has
a total initial charge of 2.6 nC, with an initial peak current per
micro bunch of 135 A. For the proton beam σr = 200 μm =
1.00 c/ωp in all simulations, where c/ω p is the plasma skin
depth.
The electron witness bunch is injected between micro
bunches 20 and 21 of the drive beam, at ξ ≈ 12 mm, see Fig.
2. The charge density of the electron bunch is given by
2 /2σ

z

e−r

2 /2σ

r

.

(3)

For the electron bunch σr = 105 μm = 0.52 c/ωp , and
σ z = 40 μm = 0.2 c/ωp in the cases with a short electron
bunch. The plasma density at the beginning of the plasma
section for all these simulations is N p = 7 × 1014 cm−3 .
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While the peak-to-peak distance between micro bunches
of the self-modulated proton beam corresponds closely to
the plasma wavelength λ p , it is not constant along the length
of the beam [6]. A brief study of the SMI of both full scale
and small scale proton beams, using Fourier transform and
Wavelet analysis, revealed that the fundamental frequency
was slightly lower than one k p .
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In a plasma wakeﬁeld accelerator, the witness bunch
should be accelerated at high eﬃciency while preserving
a low energy spread. Beam loading in the linear regime
can be calculated by the linear addition of ﬁelds. Only very
narrow electron bunches, with σr  c/ω p , can maintain
low energy spread and emittance [7, 8].
400

BEAM INJECTION

0.5

BEAM LOADING AND ENERGY SPREAD

Ez [MeV]

ρe − (ξ) = Ae−(ξ−μ)

to 0.9939 k p , which produced a very good ﬁt to the actual
SMI for our test case, see Fig. 3.
An electron bunch of low MeV range initial energy will,
due to its low gamma factor compared to the 400 GeV proton
beam, slip backwards. In order to minimise this eﬀect we
set the initial energy of the electron bunch to 30 MeV, a little
higher than AWAKE parameters. Typical slip for the beams
through 10 m of plasma is illustrated in Fig. 3.
Staying in phase with the drive beam is essential to optimise energy transfer. Establishing an optimal injection point
of the electron bunch was achieved by using bunches with
length in the order of one λ p , and tracking a selection of the
electrons with optimal energy gain back to z = 0.
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Figure 4: Comparison between the Ez ﬁeld at 1 m (light
green) and 10 m (dark green) of plasma for four diﬀerent
electron bunch currents. The ﬁelds are averages over a region
10−25 μm from the axis. A dimensionless plot of the charge
density of the electron bunch is added in blue.
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Figure 3: Top: The Fourier transform of the proton beam
after 10 m of plasma for a self- and pre-modulated beam.
The green line indicates k p = 2π/λ p . Bottom: Typical
drift of a proton and electron macro particle through the
plasma in respect to c.
To minimise further SMI development with a premodulated beam, the micro bunch distance was reduced
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In the non-linear blowout regime, the plasma electrons are
blown out by the drive beam, leaving behind a uniform region
of plasma ions. The ions pull the electrons back towards the
axis, forming a bubble with length on the order of the plasma
wavelength [8, 9]. In this regime, the charge and current
proﬁle required to optimally load the wake can be estimated
analytically. Optimal loading results in a ﬂat Ez ﬁeld across
the bunch with high wake to beam energy transfer eﬃciency.
There is a trade-oﬀ between the number of particles that can
be accelerated and the accelerating gradient, as discussed in
detail by Tzoufras et. al [10].
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PLASMA GRADIENT
Due to the backwards drift of the Ez ﬁeld, the electron
bunch falls out of optimal phase after a few metres of plasma.
It is possible to stabilise the accelerating bucket by gradually
increasing the plasma density. We performed a scan of
plasma gradients ranging from 0% to 10% along 10 m of
plasma, with a square bunch of length λ p . We found that
a gradient of 0.2 − 0.3 × 1014 cm−3 (3 − 4%) per metre
plasma for our initial density of 7 × 1014 cm−3 , produced
the highest energy gain for the electrons with optimal phase.
By tracking some of these electrons back to their injection
point, we could move the centre of the short bunch and do a
new simulation comparing no gradient to a 3.5% gradient.
The best result was for a gradient with a density at 10 m of
7.245 × 1014 cm−3 (3.5%), see Fig. 5 and Table 1.
Table 1: Electron Bunch Energy After 10 m of Plasma

ξ [mm]

3.5% Gradient

Mean
RMS
RMS/Mean

846.20 MeV
101.23 MeV
11.96 %

1618.77 MeV
54.93 MeV
3.39 %

CONCLUSION

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
11.9

12

12.1

ξ [mm]

Figure 5: Top: Energy gain through 10 m of plasma for
a short electron witness bunch with σ z = 40 μm and Iˆ =
425.5 A, for the case of no plasma gradient and 3.5% plasma
gradient. Bottom: ξ − pz phase plot for both simulations at
the end of the plasma.
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Abstract

BEAM LOADING
A particle beam at high energy travelling through a plasma
will excite a plasma wave in its wake, and the plasma can
sustain a very high accelerating gradient [5]. It is possible
to accelerate a secondary beam by extracting energy from
this wakefield, thus transferring energy from a drive beam
to a trailing witness beam. Such an accelerator design was
first proposed by Chen in 1985 [6]. However, there are some
challenges in this transfer of energy from drive to witness
beam.
∗

v.k.b.olsen@fys.uio.no
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Figure 1: Energy gain and spread for a series of witness
beams after ≈ 1.1 m of plasma. The initial momentum of
the witness beam is 217.8 MeV/c. Mean momentum and RMS
spread is calculated for all macro particles in the PIC simulation.

One such challenge stems from the witness beam generating its own field, modifying the Ez -field behind it such that
the particles in the tail will be accelerated less than those
in the front. This causes an increase in energy spread in
the beam [7]. This effect can in theory be corrected for by
shaping the witness beam. An optimally shaped and positioned beam, such as a triangular beam, can flatten the
wakefield such that change in energy spread is effectively
zero [8]. However, this requires beam shapes that are difficult
to produce experimentally.

BEAM LOADING OF SMI WAKEFIELDS
For AWAKE, most of the SMI evolves during the first
stage of z < 4 m [2]. This evolution results in a phase
change of the wakefields that causes the optimal point for
acceleration to drift backwards relative to the witness beam
[9, 10].
In our current study we have restricted ourselves to Gaussian witness beams, and seek to demonstrate through simulations how small energy spread can still be achieved by
optimally loading the field. The first set of simulations presented uses a subset of 26 micro bunches resulting from the
self-modulation that occurs in the previous plasma stage.
The pre-modulated beam does undergo further evolution as
the envelope function does not fully match the SMI beam,
but we only look at the first ≤ 3 m of this stage, before the
phase change starts to dominate [11]. All simulations have
been done using OSIRIS 3.0 [12].
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The AWAKE experiment at CERN proposes to use a proton beam to drive a plasma wakefield accelerator with a
gradient on the order of 1 GeV/m to accelerate an electron
witness beam [1, 2].
In this paper we present two simulation configurations
with a modified proton drive beam based on the baseline
parameters for the AWAKE experiment. The drive beam is
delivered from the SPS accelerator at CERN at an energy of
400 GeV/c, a bunch length σz = 12 cm, and σ x,y = 200 µm.
[3].
The baseline plasma electron density n pe for AWAKE
is 7 × 1014 cm−3 . The corresponding plasma wavelength
λ pe = 2π c/ω p e = 1.26 mm, where c/ω p e = 200 µm is the
plasma skin depth, and ω pe is the plasma frequency given
as [n p e e2/me ε0 ]1/2 .
In order to generate a suitable wakefield, the drive beam
must be shorter than λ pe . This is not achievable for the
SPS proton beam. In order to use such a beam to drive a
wakefield we exploit the self-modulation instability (SMI)
that can occurs when the beam travels through a plasma
and σz ≫ λ pe . The SMI modulates the beam at a period
of ≈ λ pe [4], allowing us to inject the witness beam in an
optimal bucket between two such proton micro bunches.

200
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Using parameters from the AWAKE project and particlein-cell simulations we investigate beam loading of a plasma
wake driven by a self-modulated proton beam. Addressing
the case of injection of an electron witness bunch after the
drive beam has already experienced self-modulation in a
previous plasma, we optimise witness bunch parameters of
size, charge and injection phase to maximise energy gain
and minimise relative energy spread and emittance of the
accelerated bunch.
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MULTI DRIVE BUNCH SIMULATIONS
In the multiple drive bunch simulations we assume selfmodulation has occurred in a previous stage, and approximate the resulting proton beam in the second stage where
acceleration of the witness beam occurs. In this first series
of studies we have used a short series of 26 proton bunches
with a clipped cosine envelope. This setup is about 10 times
shorter than full scale AWAKE simulations, allowing us to
run more detailed parameter scans. The setup is described
in more detail in our IPAC’15 proceedings, where we looked
at beam loading as well as the evolution of the proton beam
in a 10 m plasma section [11].

increase in charge density. A scan of different beam sizes
and initial beam current and their corresponding energy gain
and spread is shown in Fig. 1.
The best result in terms of total energy spread is for the
40 µm beam of an initial current of 200 A, and for the 60 µm
beam of an initial current of 400 A. The former beam carries
67 pC and the latter beam 200 pC. As we want to load the
field as close to its maximum as possible, this comes at a cost
as the tail of the beam will extend beyond the optimal point
into the defocusing region of the wakefields. Fig. 2 shows a
snapshot of the 60 µm/400 A simulation from Fig. 1. The
longitudinal field is nearly flat as a result of the loading.
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Figure 3: Electron beam momentum spread after ≈ 1.1 m of
plasma for the 400 A/60 µm beam. 75 % of the beam charge
is accelerated to more than 440 MeV/c, the vertical grey line.
The fit is applied to the data above this line, R2 = 0.755.
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Figure 2: Loading of the field after ≈ 1.1 m of plasma for a
400 A/60 µm electron beam. A sample of electrons (blue)
and protons (red) are plotted with their respective projection
at the bottom. The total charge within the region of the plot
is given as the first two lines of the legend. The longitudinal
e-field Ez is shown in green. The transverse wakefield Wr =
Er − vz Bθ is shown in orange, where vz = c is the moving
frame of the simulation. The fields are averages over 15 µm
near the axis.
The quality and energy of the accelerated witness beam
depends on both its position in relation to the field as well
as how uniform the field is in the region where the beam is
located. We have matched the initial γ of both witness and
drive beam in order to avoid initial slipping of the witness
beam with relation to the wakefield. The accelerating phase
of the field is in the order of λ p e/4 ≈ 300 µm in length, which
puts a constraint on the longitudinal size of the witness beam.
The transverse size σr = 100 µm, however we observe in
simulations that the beam shrinks by a factor of 4 − 6 as
it enters the plasma section. This again results in a sharp
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A closer look at the energy spread in Fig. 3 reveals that
≈ 75 % of the beam is accelerated in this region, with a long
tail in energy. This case is not only optimal in terms of beam
loading, but also in energy spread of the bulk of the beam of
150 pC. For that part of the beam in front o f the grey line
we get a relative energy spread σ Pz /[Pz − Pz,0 ] = 1.5 %.
The tail of the beam in terms of energy is lagging behind
as it is experiencing defocusing and being pushed outwards
and eventually lost from the plasma channel. This loss of
beam in the tail can be counteracted by shaping the beam,
and making the backwards half σz = 20 µm and keeping the
forward half at σz = 60 µm. In simulations this has reduced
this loss to 4 − 5 %. However, such shaping of the beam is
technically difficult.
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A second set of proposed simulations for the second
plasma stage will use a single drive beam scaled to produce
an accelerating field of 500 MV/m, but with its transverse
evolution inhibited in order to study the loading of the field
produced by the witness beam alone. The drive beam is
short, σz = 40 µm ≪ λ pe , which is well below the SMI
limit.
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Figure 4: The 400 A/60 µm electron beam as it travels
through plasma. The left plot shows the mean energy of
the beam with the RMS energy spread as a shaded bar. The
right plot shows the RMS radius in blue, and the percentage
of macro particles the are within 20 µm of the axis in red.
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In order to study the loading of the accelerating e-field
in more detail, a second set of simulations have been set
up where we have a single proton drive brunch driving a
wakefield on the order of 500 MV/m, which is the magnitude
of the field we expect to see in the second plasma stage of
AWAKE Run 2, based on simulations [13, 14].
This series of simulations is set up in such a way that the
accelerating field is as static as possible in order to eliminate
other factors than the beam loading by the witness bunch.
To achieve this, the proton bunch is prevented from evolving
transversely by setting the proton mass to a much higher
value than its real value. The gamma of the drive and witness
bunches are again matched to prevent dephasing.
0.6
PB

Q tot = 2.44 nC
Q EB = -231.55 pC
tot

0.4

Ez
Wr

< 495.5 MV/m

There are a number of challenges with accelerating an
electron beam by a self-modulated proton beam in plasma.
Not only does the continued evolution of the proton beam
affect the wakefield and thus the acceleration of the witness
beam, but the evolution of the witness beam itself affects
the wakefields, causing among other things, energy spread.
However, by tuning the charge density of the beam, this
loading of the field can be used to prevent continuing growth
in energy spread provided the phase of the wakefield does
not evolve too much.
This is an on-going study, and we are currently looking
into the cause of the growth of energy spread. It is worth
noting that we have so far run these simulations with an
unmatched witness beam. We do see emittance growth in
this same region where energy spread increases, but further
studies are needed to properly understand the numerical
contribution to both these effects.
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Figure 5: Loading of the field after ≈ 28 cm of plasma
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This provides a much cleaner environment to study the
effects of beam loading from the electron beam alone without any evolution caused by the proton beam. Fig. 5 shows
an example of this setup. It reproduces the transverse wakefields we saw in our 26 bunch simulations. We also see a
shrinking of the witness beam in the first few centimetres,
which, together with emittance evolution, is the focus of this
next stage of on-going simulation studies.
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The relative energy spread of 1.5 % is still undesired. The
witness beam in these simulations is initiated with no energy
spread in the longitudinal direction. Fig. 4 shows that for
our best case the energy spread we see mainly develops in
the first 20 cm of plasma. As the right plot illustrates, the
transverse RMS size of the beam shrinks by a factor of 5 over
the first metres of plasma, but already after a few centimetres
about 80 % of the charge is found near the axis. It is this
more compact beam that optimally loads the field, and for
the first 20 cm the field is under-loaded, probably causing
the increase in energy spread. This, however, needs to be
studied further.
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Abstract
The AWAKE experiment has been successfully installed
in the CNGS facility at CERN, and is currently in its f rst
stage of operation. The experiment seeks to demonstrate selfmodulation of an SPS proton beam in a rubidium plasma,
driving a wakef eld of several gigavolt per meter. We describe the data acquisition and control system of the AWAKE
experiment, its integration into the CERN control system,
and new control developments specif cally required for
AWAKE.

device settings and acquired data, as well as subscription to
any further data updates [3].

INTRODUCTION

CERN CONTROL SYSTEM
Located at CERN, AWAKE is taking advantage of the
extensive support infrastructure that already exists for experiments. This also includes integration into the CERN
control system.
The Large Hadron Collider is controlled through the Front
End Software Architecture (FESA), developed at CERN.
This software framework has been extended and generalised
in FESA3 to be usable by other experiments as well. FESA
device classes are developed based on standardised and modular code tailored for each specif c device. These classes
are split into a real time and a server process. The real time
process is intended to access the hardware directly, and in
addition provides access to internal and external timing as
well as information from other device classes. The server
process provides an interface for get and set operations for
∗ v.k.b.olsen@cern.ch

Figure 1: The CERN Control System is structured in three
main layers. The Front End Layer consists of VME crates,
PCs and PLCs dealing with high performance data acquisition and real time processing. These communicate with
application, database and f le servers as well as central timing
on the Business Layer via the Controls Middleware. Graphical user interfaces and database access are found on the
Presentation Layer, and interact with the Business Layer via
Java APIs [4].
FESA classes run on Front End Computers (FEC), which
run on the Linux operating system. The data from these
classes are fed to both data logging systems and control
room displays and interfaces as outlined in Fig. 1.

DATA ACQUISITION FOR WINDOWS
BASED INSTRUMENTS

The AWAKE experiment has largely been integrated into
this infrastructure through direct hardware access between
the instruments and the FESA framework. However, some
of the instruments depend on proprietary software that is
not supported by the standard Front End Computer platform
running on Scientif c Linux. In order to get around this,
and to avoid writing new software, data from three of the
instruments currently have to be written to f les on shared
folders on Windows computers. These f les are then imported by designated FESA f le reader classes running on
CERN supported FECs.
Three instruments currently require software or drivers
only available for the Windows operating system:
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AWAKE is an Advanced Wakef eld Experiment designed
to demonstrate proton driven plasma wakef eld acceleration
utilising a 400 GeV proton drive beam from the Super Proton
Synchrotron at CERN [1]. The f rst phase of the experiment
has been successfully installed in the former CNGS facility,
and was commissioned in October and November 2016.
The f rst phase of AWAKE is intended to demonstrate the
self-modulation instability in the proton drive beam [2], and
we had a f rst short 48 hour run with rubidium plasma and
protons in December 2016. Further three weeks of beam
time are scheduled at the end of May and in August 2017.
The installation of the electron beam phase is scheduled to
be completed in September 2017, with f rst physics expected
in November.
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AWAKE uses Mach-Zehnder type interferometers to measure and calculate the vapour density at either end of the
10 m rubidium plasma cell. The acquired interferogram is
stored as a f le from the instruments software, and a f tting
algorithm is applied to calculate the density to within at least
±0.5% relative accuracy [5]. As the f tting is too computationally heavy to run in real time, the f tting is not currently
done by the f le reader, but will be performed by a separate
FESA class running on a dedicated computer.
The rubidium plasma is ionised by a 780 nm, 4.5 TW peak
power laser with a pulse length of 100−120 fs [6]. The pulse
length is measured by a single shot optical autocorrelator [7].
The autocorrelator itself is a commercial product, and we
extract the data directly from its camera through its Windows
drivers. On the local computer we compute the projection
and f t it with a sech2 function using Levenberg-Marquardt.
We then write the projection, f t, pulse width and the full
image to a binary f le.
In addition, we have a 4-channel Tektronix oscilloscope
with 23 GHz analogue bandwidth and a 50 GSa sampling
rate per channel. The oscilloscope is used to measure real
time signals from various Schottky diodes installed in a
proton beam diagnostic setup downstream of the plasma
cell. They measure Coherent Transition Radiation (CTR)
emitted in the microwave band. We use proprietary Windows
software to automatically save all channel data f les at each
event trigger.

Copyright © 2017 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 2: The FESA f le reader classes written specif cally
for AWAKE all operate in the same way. A process polls a
dedicated watch folder every 500 ms for new f les. The f le
content is verif ed according to the instruments’ expected
format, and either imported and archived, or moved to a
dropped folder for later manual control. Imported data is
immediately made available on the CMW interface to subscribed services [8].

These instruments require their own FESA class to handle
their respective f le formats. However, each of these classes
operates in the same way, and therefore only requires individual data parsing code. A f ow chart illustrating their
operation is shown in Fig. 2. The beam cycle time for the
experiment itself is around 30 seconds [6], but some of the
instruments may be required to run at a higher frequency.
The 500 ms delay is both chosen to allow for a ≤ 1 Hz data
acquisition frequency with some margin allowed for f le system response time, as well as to ensure there is no signif cant
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delay between the time the f le is written and when the data
is available to the data logging layer. The class polls a dedicated watch folder and attempts to import all f les present
in reverse chronological order. This is to ensure all data
is imported in case of for instance a network interruption.
Valid f les are then parsed, the data forwarded, and the f le
itself moved to an archive folder. The original f le name of
the imported f le, as well as its creation time, is stored with
the imported data. In the event of an invalid f le, a warning
is raised and the f le is moved to a dropped f les folder for
later manual verif cation.

PXI DIGITAL CAMERA SYSTEM
AWAKE uses the analogue camera system provided by
the CERN BI group to monitor the proton beam at BTV
stations along the beam line. The analogue camera system
is radiation hard and requires minimal mechanical upkeep.
However, the system is asynchronous to beam extractions.
It acquires frames at a f xed rate of 50 FPS and records the
frame corresponding to beam extraction. This method of
acquisition is not ideal for AWAKE, because AWAKE uses
scintillating Chromox screens to image the beam. The scintillation has a long decay time of 140 ms, which is longer
than the frame exposure time of 20 ms. This means that
under identical experimental conditions, the recorded beam
intensity on the screen will vary, simply because the analogue frame is not synced with the beam arrival time.
In addition to this issue, the analogue cameras cannot
acquire data at 10 Hz, which is the repetition rate of the
laser. For purposes of feedback and stability, it is critical
to monitor the laser at this frequency. A digital camera
system was implemented to monitor the laser. The camera
server is a PXI crate made by National Instruments, and
it comprises a trigger and timing system as well as GigE
framegrabbers. The digital cameras are made by Basler Ace,
and the system supports both CCD and CMOS sensors in
a variety of sizes. The image data and camera power are
both delivered by a GigE connection using the Power-overEthernet (PoE) standard.
The digital camera system was implemented at the laser
merging point of the beamline and survived the radiation
received during operations in 2016. Because of this success, the digital cameras are being implemented along the
beamline to measure both the particle and laser beams. The
cameras will be monitored for radiation exposure at areas
where high doses are expected in order to understand the
total integrated dose (TID) and the single event upset rate
(SEU).

EVENT BUILDER
Devices at AWAKE can be read synchronously with SPS
beam extractions or asynchronously between extractions.
The synchronous/asynchronous distinction depends on the
device. For instance, BPMs are read out only when the
proton beam is present, but the temperature probes for the
Rubidium cell are read out continuously in one second inter-
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vals. All of the data from the AWAKE and SPS diagnostics
are recorded by the logging system and it is possible to reconstruct the experiment after the fact. It is also desirable
to have fast event reconstruction. In order to facilitate this
process, the Event Builder was developed to take a “snapshot” of the experiment at the time of the SPS extraction.
The Event Builder is subscribed to the key experimental diagnostics, and records their values at the time of extraction,
thus providing an instantly correlated dataset comprising
both the synchronous and asynchronous variables.
The Event Builder is a JAVA client that is able to subscribe
to any variable exposed by the CMW. The Event Builder
includes a time-out feature that waits for devices to return
data following an extraction. Once the time-out ends, the
Event Builder collects the data from all devices and writes
them to an HDF5 f le, which can be analysed instantly. This
data is also copied to the CERN EOS system once per day.

and collected per event in HDF5 f les by an Event Builder.
These event f les are available immediately after an event,
as well as backed up and stored for later analysis.
AWAKE uses many of CERN’s standard analogue and
radiation hard cameras. However, these cameras pose syncronisation issues as they have a f xed frame rate of 50 FPS.
At critical points, AWAKE uses digital cameras with a trigger and timing system instead.
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The integration of the AWAKE experiment into the CERN
control system posed a number of challenges. CERN Front
End Computers run on Scientif c Linux, a platform not supported by all of our instruments. The straight forward solution was to let the Windows based instruments write data
dump f les on their respective computers, and then use the
standard CERN Front End Software Architecture framework
to develop f le reader classes that can import these via shared
network folders.
Due to the relatively large time interval between events,
roughly 30 s, the data can be gathered based on time stamps
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Emittance preservation of an electron beam
in a loaded quasilinear plasma wakefield
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We investigate beam loading and emittance preservation for a high-charge electron beam being
accelerated in quasilinear plasma wakefields driven by a short proton beam. The structure of the studied
wakefields are similar to those of a long, modulated proton beam, such as the AWAKE proton driver. We
show that by properly choosing the electron beam parameters and exploiting two well known effects, beam
loading of the wakefield and full blow out of plasma electrons by the accelerated beam, the electron beam
can gain large amounts of energy with a narrow final energy spread (%-level) and without significant
emittance growth.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevAccelBeams.21.011301

I. INTRODUCTION
Beam driven plasma wakefield accelerators [1] have the
potential to offer compact linear accelerators with high
energy gradients, and have been of interest for several
decades. With a relativistic charged particle drive beam
travelling through a plasma, a strong wakefield is excited
that can be loaded by a trailing witness beam. When the
witness beam optimally loads the wakefield, an increase in
absolute energy spread can be kept small. The concept has
been demonstrated experimentally in the past using electron drive beams accelerating electron witness beams [2–5].
A major challenge with plasma wakefield accelerators is,
however, to accelerate a beam while keeping both energy
spread and emittance growth small. In the well-described
linear regime, valid when the beam density nb is much
smaller than the plasma density n0, a nonlinear transverse
focusing force causes emittance growth of the witness
beam. The beam also sees a transversely and longitudinally
varying accelerating field causing a spread in energy after
the beam has been accelerated [6]. In the nonlinear regime,
where nb > n0 , a bubble is formed by the transverse
oscillations of the plasma electrons, gathering in a sheath
around an evacuated area filled with only ions. The ions,
assumed stationary, form a uniform density ion channel
*
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creating a focusing force that varies linearly with radius.
This focusing force preserves emittance [7].
In this paper we present simulation results showing how
emittance preservation of a high charge density witness
beam can be ensured when accelerated by a proton drive
beam producing quasilinear wakefields [8]. By quasilinear
wakefields we here mean wakefields with only partial blow
out of the plasma electrons in the accelerating structure
(bubble). The key idea is to have enough charge in the
witness beam to at the same time load the wakefield to
produce low relative energy spread, and completely blow out
the electrons left in the accelerating structure after the beam
to reach conditions that preserves emittance. The results
have importance for the preparation of AWAKE Run 2 [9],
and possibly other applications in the quasilinear regime.
A. AWAKE Run 2
The energy carried by electron drive beams used in
previous plasma wakefield experiments have been on the
order of 100 J and the propagation length typically no more
than 1 m [3,10]. For high-energy physics application a
higher total beam energy is often desired. For instance, the
energy of a high-charge electron beam accelerated to 1 TeV
with 1 × 1010 electrons, similar to the beam that could be
produced by the International Linear Collider, is 1.6 kJ.
Using electron beams as drivers, a large number of plasma
stages is required to reach an energy of a kJ for the
accelerated beam. However, staging plasma accelerators
without reducing the effective gradient and spoiling the
beam quality is challenging [11,12].
Proton beams available at CERN carry significantly
more energy than available electron beams, 19 kJ for the
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SPS beam [13], allowing for much longer plasma wakefield
accelerator stages. The SPS beam is orders of magnitude
longer than the plasma wavelengths needed for such
applications, and it does not drive a strong wake [13].
By letting the proton beam undergo self-modulation before
injecting the witness beam into the accelerating structure,
stronger wakefields are excited. The self-modulation is
produced by the transverse fields generated by the beam
acting upon itself, causing regions of the beam to rapidly
defocus [14]. The modulation frequency is close to that of
the plasma electrons, and produces a train of short proton
bunches along the beam axis with a surrounding halo of
defocused particles. This train of bunches resonantly drives
wakefields to large amplitudes.
AWAKE at CERN is a proof of concept proton beam
driven plasma wakefield accelerator experiment [15],
currently in its first phase of operation. The experiment
uses a 400 GeV proton beam delivered by the SPS as its
driver, and a single 10 m plasma stage with a nominal
plasma density of 7 × 1014 cm−3 [13]. This plasma density
corresponds to λpe ¼ 1.26 mm and is matched to the transverse size of the proton beam such that kpe σ x;y;pb ¼1
[16], where kpe ¼ 2π=λpe is the plasma wave number,
λpe ¼ 2πc=ωpe , and ωpe ¼ ðn0 e2 =me ϵ0 Þ1=2 is the plasma
electron angular frequency.
The aim of the first phase of the experiment is to
demonstrate self-modulation of the proton beam. The
aim of the second phase, in 2018, is to sample the wakefield
with a long electron beam (≃λpe ). The study presented here
has relevance for Run 2 [9], starting in 2021 after the LHC
long shutdown 2, and aims to demonstrate acceleration of a
short electron beam (≪λpe ) to high energy and with a
minimal increase in emittance and absolute energy spread.
The plans for AWAKE Run 2 propose to use two plasma
sections, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The first section of about
4 m is the self-modulation stage where the proton beam
undergoes self-modulation without the electron beam
present. The electron witness beam is then injected into
the modulated proton beam before section two where it
undergoes acceleration. The self-modulated proton beam
does not produce a fully non-linear wakefield, and therefore
not all plasma electrons are evacuated from the plasma
bubble. The result is that the focusing force does not
increase linearly with radius and the accelerated beam
emittance is not preserved.

FIG. 1. A simplified illustration of the experimental setup
for AWAKE Run 2. The SPS proton beam undergoes selfmodulation in the first plasma section. The electron witness
beam is injected into the accelerating structure, and undergoes
acceleration in the second plasma section [9,17].

II. METHOD
The focus in this study is on the beam loading of
the wakefields driven by the proton beam. Studies of
self-modulated proton beams show that the beam evolves
as it propagates through a uniform plasma [18], but small
variations in the plasma profile the modulation, and thus the
wakefields, may be stabilized over long distances [18–20].
To study the witness beam evolution in a stable wake,
independent of the dynamics of the self-modulation, we use
a single, nonevolving proton bunch as driver. The proton
beam parameters are chosen so that key features of the
wake—the plasma electron density in the wake and the
longitudinal electric field—are the same as in the wake of a
self-modulated proton beam with AWAKE baseline parameters [13]. Both the proton beam and the witness beam have
Gaussian longitudinal charge distribution and bi-Gaussian
transverse charge distributions.
We have previously studied the beam loading in a proton
beam wake using the full particle-in-cell (PIC) code OSIRIS
[21] with 2D cylindrical-symmetric simulations. The studies [17,22] primarily looked at beam loading, energy gain
and energy spread, as well as different approaches to
creating a stable drive beam structure based on previous
self-modulation studies. In order to study the witness beam
emittance evolution we use the recently released opensource version of QUICKPIC [23,24]. QUICKPIC is a fully
relativistic 3D quasi-static PIC code. It does not suffer from
the numerical Cherenkov effect that full PIC codes do
[25,26], making it a well suited tool to study emittance
preservation. All simulation results in this paper were
obtained using QUICKPIC open-source [27].
A. Drive beam parameters
The modulation process used in AWAKE does not reach
the fully nonlinear regime and thus does not produce a
bubble void of plasma electrons. When the SPS beam,
containing 3 × 1011 protons [13], enters the second plasma
section (Fig. 1), the peak electric field is expected to be
about 500 MV=m. The plasma electron density is only
depleted to around 65% of nominal value at the point where
we inject the electron beam [28]. The plasma electron
density depletion and the peak field are replicated
using a single bunch with 1.46 × 1010 protons (2.34 nC),
a length σ z ¼ 40 μm (7 kA), and a transverse size
σ x;y;pb ¼ 200 μm. The beam peak density is 0.83 · n0
and results in a quasi-linear wake. To avoid transverse
evolution of the proton driver, emulating the stable propagation of the self-modulated beam [18–20], we freeze the
transverse evolution of the equivalent proton bunch by
increasing the particles mass by six orders of magnitude.
B. Witness beam parameters
In order to prevent large amplitude oscillations of the
witness beam particles, which may cause additional energy
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narrow electron beam, and a large number of grid cells to
resolve the much wider proton beam and its wakefields.
We use a transverse grid cell size of 1.17 μm, and of
2.34 μm for the longitudinal grid cells for the simulations
presented in Sec. III. The witness beam was simulated with
16.8 × 106 and the drive beam with 2.1 × 106 nonweighted
particles, and the plasma electrons with 1024 × 1024
weighted particles per transverse slice. Convergence checks
of the simulations were done with a grid size down to
0.51 μm and with up to 4096 × 4096 plasma electrons
per slice.

 2 2

2c ϵN me ε0 1=4
:
npe e2 γ

ð1Þ

We assume an initial normalized emittance of ϵN ¼ 2 μm.
This emittance is possible to produce with a standard
rf-injector, while at the same time yielding a sufficiently
narrow beam.
Beam loading by a short witness beam is sensitive to its
position relative to the electric field [30] as well as, at low
energy, to its dephasing with respect to the wakefields. To
eliminate dephasing of the witness beam, the initial beam
energy is set such that γ eb ¼ γ pb ¼ 426.3, giving an energy
of 217 MeV. A lower initial energy is likely to be sufficient
for AWAKE Run 2 injection.
Equation (1) yields a transverse size σ x;y;eb of
5.25 μm, which is narrow compared to the drive beam
σ x;y;pb ¼ 200 μm. The bunch length was set to σ z ¼ 60 μm
based on earlier beam loading studies [22]. The charge is
adjusted to 100 pC for optimal beam loading, as discussed
in the next section. We refer to the defined drive beam and
witness beam parameter set as the base case. Figure 2
shows the two beams—the proton beam in blue, the trailing
electron beam in red, and the plasma electron density in
grey—from a QUICKPIC simulation of the initial time step,
for the base case parameters.
C. Simulation parameters
The relatively small size of the witness beam puts
constraints on the transverse grid cell size and number
in the simulations. We need a small size to resolve the
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Figure 3 shows the results of QUICKPIC simulations
of the initial time step for the base case parameters. The
Ez -field generated by the proton drive beam is seen as the
blue line, shown with and without the electron beam
present. With a proton beam density npb ≃ n0, the wakefields are in the quasilinear regime [8]. The dashed green
line in the lower part of Fig. 3 shows that the on-axis
plasma density has a depletion to 67%, close to what we see
in full scale reference simulations for AWAKE Run 2 [28].
The witness beam generates its own wakefield that loads
the Ez -field generated by the drive beam. With an ideally
shaped electron beam charge profile it is possible to
optimally load the field in such a way that the accelerating
field is constant along the beam [6,30]. Gaussian beams, as
assumed in these studies, cannot completely flatten the
electric field in the tails of the charge distribution, and our
base case beam therefore has a tail in energy both at the
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spread as well as emittance growth, we consider a witness
beam matched to the plasma density. The matched beam
transverse size [29] is

III. BEAM LOADING

Ez [MeV]

FIG. 2. QuickPIC simulation results showing the initial time
step for the single proton drive beam and witness beam setup.
Plasma electron density is shown in grey with the drive beam
(blue) and the witness beam (red) superimposed. The line plot
indicates the transverse wakefield gradient dW x =dx where
W x ¼ Ex − vb By , evaluated along the beam axis. Beams move
to the left.

2

FIG. 3. Top plot: Unloaded longitudinal electric field with no
witness beam (dashed blue line) and loaded field (whole blue
line) along the beam axis. The beam density along the axis for
both beams are shown in red. Bottom plot: Plasma densities along
the beam axis for a drive beam with no witness beam (dashed
green line), witness beam with no drive beam (dash-dotted green
line), and both beams present (continuous green line). The
position in the simulation box ξ ¼ z − tc, moving toward the
left. The plots show the initial time step.
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FIG. 4. Longitudinal phase space charge distribution of a
100 pC, 60 μm long witness beam after 4 m of plasma. The
mean momentum is 1.67 GeV=c with an RMS energy spread of
87 MeV=c (5.2%) for the full beam.

front and the back of the beam, as illustrated in Fig. 4. The
bulk of the beam, however, sees a relatively flat field.
The initial electron beam density is neb ≈ 35 · n0 . This
means that the witness beam’s own wakefield is in the fully
nonlinear regime, where the space charge force is sufficient
to blow out all plasma electrons, resulting in the formation
of a pure ion column (see Fig. 3, bottom). This ion column,
as is well known [7], provides a linear focusing force on the
part the electron beam within the column, and therefore
prevents emittance growth for this part of the beam. This
bubble and the focusing force is shown for our base case in
Fig. 2. The focusing field has a gradient of 20 kT=m near
the beam axis, corresponding to the matched field gradient.
Figure 5 shows the slice emittance along the beam for the
base case, sampled after propagating through 0, 4, 40 and
100 m of plasma. We define emittance of a slice as
~ as the
preserved if the growth is less than 5%, and Q
sum charge of the slices for which the emittance is
~
preserved. Simulation results show that Q=Q
¼ 73% of
the electron beam longitudinal slices retain their initial

emittance after the propagation in the plasma. The total
(projected) emittance of these slices combined is also
preserved. Emittance growth mainly occurs in the first
few metres, and no significant emittance growth is observed
after this for propagation lengths up to 100 m. The head of
the beam does not benefit from the full ion column
focusing, but since the proton beam creates a quasilinear
wake, the emittance of the head of the beam still stabilizes
after some time. For the 100 m simulation, the drive beam
energy was increased to 7 TeV (LHC energy) to prevent
dephasing, as dephasing starts to become a significant
effect for the SPS beam of 400 GeV after about 50 m.
So far we have considered a witness beam injected on the
axis of the proton beam. We now briefly examine the case
of injection of a witness beam with an offset with respect to
the proton beam axis. Since the witness beam creates its
own plasma bubble, the emittance of the part of the beam
inside that bubble is not affected by small transverse offsets
of the witness beam with respect to the proton beam axis.
This is illustrated in Fig. 5, right, for an electron beam
offset of one σ x;eb . Emittance preservation for small offsets
is an added benefit of this accelerating regime, and may
ease transverse injection tolerances. The head of the beam
experiences a larger initial emittance growth than for the
on-axis case (compare Fig. 5, left, to Fig. 5, right).
However, also for the head of the beam the emittance
growth ends after the first few metres. Figure 6(a)–6(c)
show the phase space of the head of the electron beam after
0, 1.0 and 2.5 m, while Fig. 6(d)–6(f) show the phase space
of the trailing part of the beam. The centroid oscillations of
the head and the trailing part are shown in Fig. 6(g). This
effect of a transverse offset is greater for larger offsets as the
beam oscillates around the axis of the drive beam
wakefield.
The transverse beam size within the bubble, where
normalized emittance is preserved, follows the evolution given by Eq. (1); that is, evolves to stay matched.

FIG. 5. Beam density in blue along the beam axis for an on-axis beam with respect to the drive beam axis (left), and an offset beam (right)
with an offset of one σ x;eb ¼ 5.24 μm in the x-plane—at four different positions z in the plasma stage. The red lines show a moving window
calculation of transverse normalised emittance. The moving window calculation uses longitudinal slices of l ¼ 4 · Δξ ¼ 9.38 μm with a
step of Δξ. Only slices with more than 100 macro particles have been included. The plasma density profile is included in green, and scaled up
by a factor of 100 to be visible. These simulations were run with an LHC energy drive beam of 7 TeV.
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FIG. 6. Plots a to f show the transverse phase space of the offset electron beam at different plasma positions. Plot g shows the macro
particle mean position, and plot h their RMS spread. Plots a, b and c, as well as the blue lines in plots g and h represent particles not in
the ion column (see Fig. 5), with position 1.40 μm < ξ < 1.42 μm. Plots d, e, and f, and the red lines in plots g and h represent particles
in the ion column with position 1.55 μm < ξ < 1.57 μm.

The on-axis density of the electron beam, as a result,
increases as its gamma factor increases and its transverse
size decreases. This effect can be seen in Fig. 6(h). This has
the potential to cause overloading of the field. However, for
the base case no significant overloading is observed.
Parameters can also be chosen in order to minimize this
effect by slightly underloading the wakefield at first, and let
the high energy beam overload the wakefield at the end.
IV. PARAMETER OPTIMIZATION
The beam loading and blow out properties of the electron
beam depend on a large number of parameters, including
longitudinal profile, transverse profile, as well as relative
phasing of the proton and the electron beams. We present a
limited parameter study aimed to guide beam parameter
choices for AWAKE Run 2. For an electron beam to be
externally injected in AWAKE Run 2 (see Fig. 1) it is
desired to maximize the energy gain, minimize the energy
spread, maximize the charge to be accelerated, and minimize the emittance growth [9]. In addition, the beam length
should be such that it is possible to generate and transport
the beam using a compact electron injector [9]. We
investigate the interdependence of these parameters in
simulation by varying the electron beam length, its charge,
and initial emittance. The results are quantified in terms of
how much of the beam retains its initial emittance. For
these parameter scans we used a transverse grid cell size of
2.34 μm, and let the beams propagate through 4 m of
plasma.
Figure 7 shows the dependence of charge and energy
spread on witness beam length and incoming charge. An
initial beam emittance of 2 μm was used. Therefore, we
~ as the charge whose
define the fractional charge Q
emittance remains smaller than 2.1 μm. The beam charge
ranges from 10 pC to 300 pC, and σ z ranges from 40 μm
to 100 μm. As can be seen from Fig. 7 (red curves), both

the 40 μm and the 60 μm beams have a well defined
minimum energy spread with an initial beam charge
≈50 pC and ≈100 pC, respectively. Lower beam charges
tend to underload the electric field, while higher beam
charges tend to overload it. It is also clear that longer
beams with respect to the accelerating phase of the field,
≈λpe =4, do not optimally load the wake, thus producing a
larger spread in energy. The blue curves show the fraction
of charge whose initial emittance is preserved (the slice
emittance for the base case is shown in Fig. 5). As the
witness beam charge increases, the fraction of slices with
preserved emittance increases—as expected from an earlier onset of the bubble formation—and also increases in
the bubble size [31,32]. We note here that operation with
100 pC leads to a significantly larger charge (factor ∼4)

FIG. 7. Ratio of witness beam charge with emittance preserved,
~
Q=Q
(blue symbols, lines), as a function of initial beam charge,
and relative energy spread of the accepted charge (red symbols,
dashed lines), after 4 m of plasma and with an initial emittance
ϵN;0 ¼ 2 μm. These are shown for four different σ z from 40 μm to
100 μm. The detailed studies presented in beam loading section
correspond to the square marked lines at 100 pC.
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FIG. 8. Witness beam charge with emittance preserved, Q
symbols, lines), as a function of initial beam charge, and final
energy (red symbols, dashed lines), after 4 m of plasma and with
an initial emittance ϵN;0 ¼ 2 μm.

with emittance preserved, at the expense of an increase of
relative energy spread by a factor of two.
Figure 8 shows the dependence of mean energy gain on
beam length and beam charge (red curves). The blue curves
show the amount of charge in the longitudinal slices where
the emittance has been preserved, as a function of beam
length and beam charge. The results are weakly dependent
on the electron beam length. As expected, a larger value of
~ corresponds to a lesser energy gain. No optimum is
Q
observed.
Figure 9 shows how the growth in emittance and energy
spread varies with initial electron beam emittance. In these
simulations we adjusted the witness beam radius to maintain the matching condition at each emittance. The smaller
the initial emittance is, the better the emittance is preserved.
There are two effects that lead to emittance growth for high
initial emittance beams: the transverse beam size may
increase beyond the size of the bubble, and the beam
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FIG. 10. Ratio of witness beam charge with emittance pre~
served, Q=Q
(blue symbols, line), as a function of beam offset,
with relative energy spread of the accepted charge (red symbols,
dashed line), after 4 m of plasma.

density may be reduced so much that the plasma electrons
are no longer fully evacuated from the bubble. Emittance
values higher than a few micrometres lead to a significant
increase in both emittance and energy spread.
Our base case showed some robustness to a small offset
from the proton beam axis on the order of one σ x;eb , but
with a reduction of the fraction of the beam which retains
its initial emittance. Figure 10 shows the correlation
between this ratio for a range of offsets up to 16.8 μm,
corresponding to 3.2 · σ x;eb . The effect on the head of the
beam, shown in Figs. 5 and 6, increases with larger offsets
causing the part of the beam being defocused to extend
backwards to the point where the witness beam wakefields
are no longer in the blow-out regime. At around 3 · σ x;eb
emittance is no longer preserved at all.
The optimal working point will depend on the application and must be studied for each case and is, as illustrated
in this section, a trade off between beam length, beam
charge, and emittance preservation, as well as other
parameters like the plasma density.
V. CONCLUSION

FIG. 9. Ratio of witness beam charge with emittance preserved,
~
Q=Q
(blue symbols, line), as a function of beam initial emittance
(right), with relative energy spread of the accepted charge (red
symbols, dashed line), after 4 m of plasma.

We have devised a method to accelerate an electron
witness beam to high energy with a low relative energy
spread while maintaining its incoming emittance in wakefields such that the accelerating structure is not void of
plasma electrons. This is the case for the AWAKE experiment in which the wakefields are driven by a train of proton
bunches produce by self-modulation of a long proton beam.
This method is in principle applicable to all experiments
operating in the quasi-linear regime. Low relative energy
spread and emittance preservation are achieved by choosing the electron beam parameters to load the wakefields and
evacuate the remaining plasma electrons from the accelerating structure.
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Parameter studies indicate that for up to a few 100 pC,
about 70% of the incoming beam charge is accelerated for
beam of lengths of 40–60 μm. Such electron beams may be
generated by an injector based on a standard rf photoemission gun [33].
In order to use manageable computer time for simulations, this study assumes a simplified case with respect to a
self-modulated proton beam, where the wake is driven by a
single, short proton bunch producing similar wakefields.
However, the wakefields driven by a train of bunches
evolve with the ramp of a real plasma and when entering the
plasma. Therefore, to be fully applicable to an experiment
such as AWAKE, the study will have to be redone with
more realistic parameters. However, using loading of the
wakefields and the pure plasma ion column fields to
produce an accelerated beam with low relative energy
spread and emittance remains applicable.
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APPENDIX A

Particle in Cell (PIC)

The Particle in Cell method (PIC) is a numerical technique to solve a certain class of partial
differential equations. Particles are usually represented by macro particles, that is, one virtual
particle in the simulation represents multiple real particles. The particles are tracked in continuous phase space, and they interact only through average fields. Moments of the distribution
function are computed simultaneously on a Eulerian mesh to solve the self-consistent field equations [58]. PIC codes can be electrostatic or electromagnetic. Both PIC codes used in this work
are electromagnetic, so we will only cover that approach.
Most of the work presented in this thesis was done using OSIRIS [48, 49]. OSIRIS is a fully
relativistic and parallelised 3D PIC code. It is written in an object-oriented style with Fortran
90.
For the concluding paper, we opted to instead use QuickPIC [8, 62] as the main simulation
tool, although preliminary simulations were done using OSIRIS. QuickPIC is a quasi-static
PIC code, which was better suited for emittance studies as the full PIC method suffers from
instabilities that proved to significant for that study.
This Appendix will briefly outline some of the properties of the PIC method, but limited to
what is relevant for the work presented and the simulation codes used.

A.1 The Full Electromagnetic PIC Method
The main steps involved in the Electromagnetic PIC method are outlined in Figure A.1. This
method is solved on a grid using Maxwell’s equations
~ = ρ
∇·E
0
~ =0
∇·B
~ =−
∇×E

(A.1)
(A.2)
~
∂B
∂t

~ = µ0
∇×B

~
∂E
J~ + 0
∂t

(A.3)
!
,

(A.4)
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while the particles are advanced in time using the Newton-Lorentz equations
dx
= ~v
dt

d(γx)
q ~
~ .
=
E + ~v × B
dt
m

(A.5)
(A.6)

~ are interpolated onto the grid from the particle
The charge density, ρ, and current density, J,
positions and velocity respectively, while the electric and magnetic fields are interpolated onto
the particles when updating their position and velocity [123].

F IGURE A.1: The four main steps of the PIC algorithm. 1: Evolve the velocity and position of
the particles using the Newton-Lorentz equations. 2: Interpolate and deposit the charge/current
densities onto the grid. 3: Evolve the Maxwell’s equations, or Poisson’s equation if electrostatic.
4: Interpolate the fields from the grid onto the particles for the next push. Recreated from Vay
et al. [123].

Step 1 – Particle Push: The Newton-Lorentz equations can be discretised with a centred finite
difference discretisation, such that
~i
~xi+1 − X
= ~v i+1/2
∆t

γ i+1/2~v i+1/2 − γ i−1/2~v i−1/2
q ~1
i
1
~
E + ~v × B .
=
∆t
m

(A.7)
(A.8)

This requires that ~v i can be represented by the known quantities, to which the Boris’
method provides a very efficient second-order accurate and time reversible solution outlined in a 1970 paper [30]. However, this method is not Lorentz-invariant [122] making it
unsuitable for ultra-relativistic applications. Lorentz-invariance can be achieved by substituting a velocity average in place of a single-step velocity calculation. This, however,
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comes with a performance penalty. For further details and derivations of the different
methods, see [123] and therein cited references.
Step 2 – Charge and Current Deposition: The charge and current can be deposited on the
grid using various interpolation methods [1]. The densities are deposited from the particle
position and velocities using an interpolation S,
X
1
qn S n
∆x∆y∆z n
X
1
J~ =
qn~vn Sn .
∆x∆y∆z n
ρ=

(A.9)
(A.10)

Accumulation of errors resulting from violation of Gauss’ law by the discretisation need
to be prevented. This can be achieved by either modifying the deposition to prevent such
violations, or by using methods that are exact when combined with the field solver in step
3 [123]. OSIRIS makes several interpolation methods available to the user, with varying
level of performance and accuracy.
Step 3 – Field Solver There are many implementations of field solvers for PIC codes, and
OSIRIS supports multiple such methods. The most relevant here, and the OSIRIS default,
is the Yee solver [132]. The Yee solver uses a staggered grid where the electric field
components are located between nodes, while the magnetic field components are located
at the centre of the grid cell faces. This is illustrated in Figure A.2. The time integration
of the fields is done using alternate half time-step leaps, also known as the Leapfrog
integration scheme. Other solvers not covered here are outlined in [123], some of which
are also available in OSIRIS.
Step 4 – Gather Fields: The fields are gathered from the grid and onto the macro particles,
usually through the same interpolation, S, as used in Step 2. This is generally done
through a scheme tuned to conserve either energy or momentum.
This method is computationally heavy as all the particle species that make up the plasma
accelerator need to be simulated. This includes the electrons and possibly ions that makes up
the plasma. In most cases the ions can be assumed to be stationary, and can thus be replaced by
a static background charge density. However, OSIRIS does have the ability to simulate ions as
well as ionisation of a neutral gas if needed.
A common way to reduce the computational cost is to only simulate the region populated
by the propagating bunches using a moving window in a Lorentz-boosted frame. The latter
significantly reduces the number of time steps needed by up to ≈ (i + βr )γr2 [125].

A.1.1 Numerical Cherenkov
Relativistic PIC codes nearly universally suffer a well understood numerical instability known
as Numerical Cherenkov. This issue arises with finite difference time domain algorithms like the
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F IGURE A.2: Left: The staggered Yee grid. Current densities and electric fields are defined on
the edges of the cells, and magnetic fields on the faces. Right: Leapfrog time integration uses
alternating half time steps for electric and magnetic fields. Recreated from Vay et al. [123].
Yee solver, and is caused by an anisotropic numerical phase error. The result of this is that the
numerical phase velocity is slower than the physical phase velocity of the fields for some modes.
It is, in addition, both frequency dependant and time resolution dependant [51, 54]. Paying close
attention to the time resolution of the simulation as well as ensuring good grid resolution can, in
many cases, limit its impact. However, this is not always cost effective in terms of computing
power.
The consequence of this numerical instability is that it induces emittance growth in simulations with high charge density witness bunches. The problem can be somewhat mitigated by
filtering or dampening high-frequencies. However, this inevitably has an impact of the physics.
The problem can also be mitigated by modifying the discretisation of the Maxwell equations
such that one can choose a ∆t = ∆x/c [100]. This scheme, however, triggers numerical
oscillations around the Nyquist frequency k = π/∆x [124].
Other methods were developed to prevent Numerical Cherenkov without the ∆t = ∆x/c
criterion, but which requires an isotropic grid, limiting practical applications [54]. This method
modifies the Yee grid by taking into account the fields from a grid layer one step out from the cell
being computed in order to better approximate the curl of the field at high frequency. Their most
recent scheme is the Lehe solver, based on a 2013 paper, which is a modification the isotropic
grid solver, but which is adapted for an anisotropic grid [75]. OSIRIS 3.0 implements a version
of this solver.

A.2 The Quasi-Static Electromagnetic Method
The quasi-static approximation takes advantage of the fact that a particle bunch travelling close
to the speed of light is very rigid, and therefore responds slowly, while the plasma response is
very fast in comparison. This separation of response in time scale allows a separation in how
these components of the simulation are treated.
While the particle bunches are simulated in 3D, the plasma is simulated in 2D slices. The
response of the plasma can then be computed slice by slice as the particle bunches pass through
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them. This can in fact be done in parallel very efficiently. The longitudinal and transverse
structure of the wake can then be constructed from the slices of plasma, and a complete electromagnetic field map computed. This can then be applied to the macro particles to evolve their
position and velocity.
There are several ways to perform the necessary calculations, and each implementation of
the method may have different solutions. Some key details are outlined in [123].
The flow of the QuickPIC algorithm is slightly different than presented for full PIC in
Figure A.1. While the main loop is 3D, a 2D loop is embedded inside it. After initialisation, the
3D loop hands the token over to the 2D loop which initialises new slices of plasma, runs its field
solver, pushes the plasma particles, and deposits onto the grid. The token is then passed back to
the 3D routine which pushes the bunch particles, and deposits the charge and current of these
onto the grid, before returning to the start of the 3D loop again. For a full review of the flow and
the numerical implementation of each of the steps, see Huang et al. [62].
For example:
In QuickPIC, the plasma particle trajectories are parametrised with [x(ξ), y(ξ), s(ξ)], while
the bunch particles are parametrised with [x(s), y(s), ξ(s)], where ξ = ct − z is the simulation
window coordinate and s = z is the position along the simulation. The variables ξ and s have the
same unit, but correspond to the two different time scales, fast and slow respectively [62]. This
approximation implies that for short bunches, s is the same for all plasma particles, reducing the
plasma particle motion to movement in the x, y-plane. At the same time the bunch evolves very
slowly and with respect to s, compared to the fast plasma response on the plasma wavelength
scale of the coordinate ξ. When solving the field equations it is thus assumed that ∂/∂s = 0,
meaning the corresponding first and second derivative terms can be dropped [8]. The charge and
current densities for the bunch are deposited onto the grid in the same way as with the full PIC
method.

A.3 Considerations
• OSIRIS 3.0 initialises all fields at zero, meaning that a certain amount of simulation time
steps are required in order for the fields to build up to their proper values. Typically,
simulations let the bunches drift for a few millimetres or centimetres in vacuum before the
plasma is introduced. To prevent evolution of the bunches during this stage, it is possible
to either ramp up their charge, or their energy while preventing the bunch from transverse
evolution.
• QuickPIC allows the user to specify the initial emittance of the bunch as well as its spatial
distribution. The bunch is initialised at the waist, that is the Twiss parameter α = 0
(see Section 1.2.1). OSIRIS 3.0 does not provide an input option for emittance, but it
does allow the user to specify a thermal distribution of particles as well as their fluid
momentum. The thermal distribution, which is by default Gaussian, can thus be used to
specify a transverse momentum distribution that is uncorrelated by the spatial distribution.
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This provides a way to control the initial bunch emittance at the waist. Evolution of the
Twiss parameters during the above mentioned drift phase is effectively prevented by one of
the two methods available to ramp the bunch which also freezes their transverse evolution.
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APPENDIX B

Data Analysis Tools
The simulation codes used in these studies produce large amounts of data. It has been very
useful to develop a tool for effective analysis of both input and output files. Most of the initial
studies were done using OSIRIS 3.0 (for Publication I and II), and the final emittance study was
done using QuickPIC (Publication IV).
The analysis tools written for these studies are publicly available on GitHub. The toolbox for
OSIRIS is named OsirisAnalysis [19], and the corresponding toolbox for QuickPIC is named
QuickPICAnalysis [21]. Both toolboxes are written for MATLAB.
This appendix briefly outlines the structure and basic function of these tools.

B.1 The Osiris Analysis Toolbox
The OsirisAnalysis toolbox is a modular and object oriented data analysis toolbox written in
MATLAB. It was designed as a three layer tool to wrap a single data set of OSIRIS simulation
data:
Layer 1 consists of the core data wrapper class OsirisData with its subclass OsirisConfig. The
OsirisData class provides an interface for accessing the raw data files, while the OsirisConfig class parses the simulation input file. OsirisData provides a uniform set of calls for
extracting the data, and gives through OsirisConfig access to all the simulation parameters
and conversion factors for converting OSIRIS’ normalised units into SI units.
Layer 2 consists of a set of classes that takes an OsirisData object as input, and returns standardised structs1 of data that can be scaled and converted to preferred units. They contain
often needed tools and methods to parse data and extract more detailed information from
the larger raw datasets.
Layer 3 consist of a number of useful standardised plots, and a GUI tool to quickly do a
preliminary analysis of simulation data.
1
A struct is a type of data structure in programming typically capable of holding a set of values of varying data
types. Commonly, as is the case in MATLAB, a struct can contain other structs, allowing data to be stored in a
hierarchical manner.
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The idea behind this layering of the analysis tool is to allow the user to choose how many
of these they will use. Only using the first layer will give the user access to all the simulation
parameters as well as a method to extract data in a standardised manner, and return a simple matrix of its content. Adding the second layer gives additional access to automatic unit conversion
and other data conversion tools like slicing and line-outs, as well as various properties extracted
from the macro particle arrays. The third layer provides a quick way to browse through the
datasets and display density plots, phase space plots, Twiss parameters, time evolution, etc.

B.1.1 Core Objects
The innermost layer consists of two classes:
OsirisData: This class wraps the simulation data folder and is the core interface through which
data is extracted. The class also provides some simple methods for extracting information
about the dataset like physical dimensions of the bunches and the distribution of the
plasma.
OsirisConfig: This class is a wrapper for the input file itself, and contains a parser for this file
which extracts all the relevant information for both analysis and provides lists of available
diagnostics for the graphical user interface (GUI). All conversion factors to SI units are
calculated on the fly when the input file is loaded. The OsirisConfig class is not intended
to be called by the user, but is found as a child object of the OsirisData data object.

B.1.2 Data Types
The secondary layer of the OsirisAnalysis framework is a set of subclasses under a parent class
named OsirisType. The subclasses will give access to specific types of data more or less directly
related to the diagnostics types produced by the OSIRIS simulation code. The classes provided
are:
Density and Field: These are classes that produce grid diagnostics data for the particle density
data dumps or the field diagnostics data. They support all the different density diagnostics
outputs of OSIRIS, and will in addition calculate the wakefields from the magnetic and
electric fields given by W = F/q = E − v × B.
Momentum: This class consists of a set of methods that will calculate the evolution of the
bunch’s energy and momentum over several time dumps.
Phase: This class provides several tools for phase space diagnostics, including calculations of
Twiss parameters.
UDist: This class is similar to the Density and Field classes, and provides methods to process
velocity and thermal distribution data.
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Species: This class provides a few additional specialised tools for calculating energy deposition
and energy gain into and from the plasma by the bunches, and is also the class where
particle tracking data is parsed.
In addition to these data parsing classes, there is also a Variables class that will translate
OSIRIS diagnostics variables into readable forms, and into strings usable for plot labels. There
is also a MathFunc class that provides a math parser that emulates the one used by OSIRIS to
parse mathematical functions from the input files. This class is mainly used to extract geometric
information about bunch density based on the function provided in the input file without the need
to first run the code to provide raw particle data. Since OSIRIS uses normalised units, setting up
simulation jobs can involve a lot of calculations back and forth between SI units and simulation
units. The MathFunc class and bunch dimension information provides a way to quickly check
the SI dimensions of the bunches before running the simulation to verify that the conversions
were correct. This is done by simply loading the simulation folder into OsirisData even though
it contains no actual simulation data. The tool will detect this automatically, and still parse the
simulation input file and calculate all the derived conversion factors.

B.1.3 Graphical Interface and Plots
The final layer of the OsirisAnalysis framework is a set of very flexible plotting tools. Most of
these have a long list of optional input arguments that will change the way data is aggregated
and presented. To make these plots easier to use, most of these optional arguments are available
through a graphical interface, also written in MATLAB, named AnalysisGUI.

F IGURE B.1: A screen shot of the OsirisAnalysis GUI tool.
The GUI can be loaded independently by running the MATLAB script by the same name.
The GUI will then handle the loading of simulation data into the needed objects on its own. It
will also provide a lost of available datasets by scanning for them in folders listed in a config
file.
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B.2 QuickPIC Analysis Framework
The toolbox developed for OSIRIS was also partially rewritten to work with QuickPIC simulations. As QuickPIC uses more or less the same normalised units, the code required little
modification to work with these output files. The conversion was also made easier by QuickPIC
having a simpler and more consistent set out output files and formats.
As QuickPIC was only used for the final set of studies, only the core objects and input file
wrapper classes, and the data type classes were converted. No graphical user interface was
developed for this toolbox, and only a few standardised plots were added. The analysis toolbox
is also available on GitHub [21].
The classes available function in much the same way as the corresponding classes for
OSIRIS.

B.3 Additional Tools Extending MATLAB Functionality
A number of additional statistics and analysis tools were added due to the lack of MATLAB
support, or because alternative methods were beneficial.
Weighted Statistics: Additional functions for weighted mean, percentile and standard deviation
used by various parts of both analysis tools were added.
Weighted Covariance: The MATLAB cov function does support weighted datasets, but for the
OsirisAnalysis tool an exponentially weighted covariance function was used instead [97].
This was an attempt to reduce effect of noise in the datasets as this method reduces the
impact of statistical outliers. For the QuickPIC implementation, the regular MATLAB
cov method was used.
Wavelets: The Wavelet implementation used in OsirisAnalysis is provided by two script acquired from the websites of The Department of Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences at The
University of Colorado Boulder [117].
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